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MEDICAL DISOBEEDIENCE

Dov Fox

America’s medical conscience regime is broken. Doctors or nurses who conscientiously deny care get shielded from being sued, fired, or prosecuted — even if they don’t tell patients what their options are. Yet there’s no solicitude for clinicians who have equally moral reasons to deliver services their hospital or state restricts. This asymmetry selectively burdens providers and drives patients underground. Contested practices run the gamut: from abortion to aid-in-dying, from puberty blockers to conversion therapy, from opioids to ivermectin. Some the law permits; others it forbids. Some are safer, or cheaper. Others fall within the medical norm, rather than push its boundaries. These particulars matter. So does the fact that conscientious provision honors patients’ wishes, while conscientious refusal overrides them. A principled system would protect refusers less and providers more, with carve-outs for both tailored to distinct levels of authority: the employer and the government. Conscience exemptions from workplace policies demand clear disclosures and meaningful offsets: both to shore up patient access and to distance institutions from services they oppose. For civil or criminal violations, conscience should excuse partially at most. So no blanket immunity for malpractice or abandonment. A limited defense, for providers too, would mitigate punishments for supplying clinically reasonable care. The long-simmering tension between law and medicine has reached a boiling point. Relief requires equipping a diverse society and dynamic profession to navigate the controversies of our time and adapt to change from within.

INTRODUCTION

Days after Texas banned most abortions, the Washington Post ran an op-ed called “Why I Violated Texas’s Extreme Abortion Ban.” Dr. Alan Braid recounted that as a junior resident before Roe v. Wade:

I saw three teenagers die from illegal abortions. One I will never forget. When she came into the ER, her vaginal cavity was packed with rags. She died a few days later from massive organ failure, caused by septic infection. . . . And that is why, on the morning of Sept. 6, 2021, I provided an abortion to a woman who, though still in her first trimester, was beyond the state’s new limit.3

The Texas Heartbeat Act,4 also known as S.B. 8, authorizes private citizens to sue anyone who “aids or abets” an abortion after “cardiac activity” can be detected (usually at about six weeks), before many women know they’re pregnant.5 Multiple $10,000 lawsuits6 forced Braid to refer hundreds of patients across the border to Oklahoma.7 But on May 3, 2022, a day after the Supreme Court’s draft opinion leaked in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization,8 Oklahoma enacted its own similar ban,9 later piling on damages of $100,000 and adding up to ten years in prison.10 Roe fell on June 24, 2022.11

Within weeks, more than a dozen states criminalized abortion with almost no exceptions.12 Not for the ten-year-old rape victim in Ohio.13 Not for the Louisiana mother whose fetus was doomed by a fatal condition that prevents a skull from forming.14 Not for the cervical cancer

3 Braid, supra note 1.
5 See TEX. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE ANN. § 171.208(a)(2) (West 2021). Aiding-or-abetting laws apply to other medical professionals too, beyond just the doctor who performs an abortion. Nurses, anesthesiologists, and any others who take part in ending a pregnancy could also be taken to court. See id. § 171.208 (a)(1)–(2).
8 142 S. Ct. 2228 (2022).
9 See OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, § 1-745.31 (West 2022).
10 See 2022 Okla. Sess. Laws Serv. ch. 11 (West) (to be codified at OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 63, § 1-731.4).
11 See Dobbs, 142 S. Ct. at 2242.
14 See Ava Sasani & Emily Cochrane, “I’m Carrying This Baby Just to Bury It”: The Struggle to Decode Abortion Laws, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 19, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/19/us/politics/louisiana-abortion-law.html [https://perma.cc/NG6L-HV45]. Similar cases are described in
survivor, facing dangerous complications herself, forced to drive ten hours to New Mexico. Not for the Texas woman, too sick to travel when she was turned away after her water broke, who nearly died.

Michigan’s Chief Medical Executive Natasha Bagdasarian explains that doctors are being forced “to choose between breaking” the law they’re bound to obey as citizens or the “oath we have taken on behalf of our patients.” Sherry Reddix from Mississippi, who recently graduated from medical school, vows to keep performing abortions “[u]ntil someone physically takes the tools out of my hand.” New York clinician Linda Prine is using telehealth to prescribe medication by mail to patients in places that deny access. “I don’t want younger physicians to be embroiled in lawsuits or criminally charged. . . . Doctors like me who are at the end of our careers, we should be the ones to step up.”

One nurse reports that by September 2022, she was already “receiving 150 abortion pills and consulting with women across eight states,” even though she could lose her license or “go to jail.”


16 See Elizabeth Cohen & John Bonifield, Texas Woman Almost Dies Because She Couldn’t Get an Abortion, CNN HEALTH (Nov. 16, 2022, 09:44 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2022/11/16/health/abortion-texas-sepsis [https://perma.cc/6YK8-4C6M].


20 Id.

Texas-based family-medicine doctor Bhavik Kumar says that “having to deny people the essential health care” they “seek in their time of need” isn’t just hard for providers like him to bear: “[W]e are forced to violate our conscience.”22 For obstetrician-gynecologist David Eisenberg from Missouri,23 providing patients with abortion care is “a part of my moral and religious worldview.”24 “I’m a conscientious provider.”25

Conscientious providers find scarce refuge in the manifold safeguards to practice medicine according to conscience.26 Conscience clauses are broadly reserved for denials of care. Only refusers get immunity from torts like malpractice and breach of informed consent — they’re even exempt from crimes of endangering patients or abandoning them.27 These one-way liability shields are mostly indifferent to whether patients can get treatment elsewhere.28 So a hospital can deny emergency contraception.29 A genetic counselor is free not to tell a patient about results she might rely on to decide to end a pregnancy.30 A doctor could even decline cancer treatment to transgender patients.31

---


24 Id. at 25:59.

25 Id.; see also infra notes 81–82, 164 and accompanying text.

26 For the handful of exceptions, see infra notes 154–56 and 292–96 and accompanying text.

27 See infra notes 130–37 and accompanying text.

28 See infra notes 283, 304, 314, 325–28 and accompanying text. The federal government imposes just two limits: emergency room physicians can’t turn away patients who need urgent care; and no clinicians can discriminate based on sex, race, age, or disability. See infra notes 120–23 and accompanying text.


30 See Shea Bonine et al., Conscience Clauses in Genetic Counseling: Awareness and Attitudes, 30 J. GENETIC COUNSELING 1468, 1469 (2021) (discussing conscience clauses in Oklahoma, Nebraska, and Virginia).

Conscientious refusers needn’t invoke religion. Federal and state laws insulate harmful denials of care on any moral ground, secular too. Unwilling clinicians might object that preventing pregnancy isn’t compatible with a vision of medicine that’s limited to treating illness. Or that restoring sexual minorities back to health would endorse a way of living that they see as wrong but not sinful. These reasons for declining to intervene don’t have to be spiritual. Nor do claimants have to refer patients elsewhere or even tell them about their medical options. Almost every state still shelters their withholding.

For all the solicitude afforded conscientious refusers, there’s next to none for conscientious providers. In 2012, Professor Elizabeth Sepper observed that conscience exemptions from workplace policies are limited to the denial of care that institutions require; there’s rarely any such accommodation for the delivery of care that employers forbid. The decade since her trenchant study has seen vastly greater restrictions on whom clinicians can treat and how: imposed by either the state or entity where they work.

32 As they might against government intrusions under the First Amendment or Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA). See, e.g., Franciscan All., Inc. v. Becerra, No. 21-11174, 2022 WL 3700044, at *1–3 (5th Cir. Aug. 26, 2022) (holding that RFRA bars the Department of Health and Human Services from interpreting the Affordable Care Act’s ban on sex discrimination to make a Catholic hospital perform abortions or gender-reassignment surgeries at odds with its religious mission).


37 See Elizabeth Sepper, Taking Conscience Seriously, 98 VA. L. REV. 1501, 1512 (2012). It was Sepper who exposed the imbalance of a regime that protects clinicians who invoke conscience to deny care but not conscientious clinicians who would deliver care. See id. at 1509–13. That’s not all. She unraveled the presumption that conscientious refusal always deserves greater protection. See id. at 1536–38. And she developed a novel remedy: protect conscientious providers of abortion, birth control, and end-of-life care from being fired or demoted in the ways that conscientious refusers are protected from discrimination on the job. Id. at 1532–35. Sepper set the terms of the debate that this Article seeks to build on in a few ways. It interrogates not just employer policies but also legislative restrictions, more than a dozen at the federal and state level; it introduces an affirmative defense that would partially excuse the provision of clinically reasonable services that government forbids; and it advances objector fees, disclosure mandates, and distancing measures to offset the costs of accommodating refusers and providers alike. These inquiries have been enriched by Sepper’s searching examinations of religious liberty and health law.

38 There’s no reliable safe harbor even when that procedure is the only way to save a patient’s life. See infra notes 497–515 and accompanying text. One pregnant woman was hemorrhaging badly, having developed a 106-degree fever, her fetus beyond rescue. See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1502–03. The ethics committee at her sectarian hospital forbade an abortion because a heartbeat could be detected. See Lori R. Freedman et al., When There’s a Heartbeat: Miscarriage Management in Catholic-Owned Hospitals, 98 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1774, 1777 (2008). The attending doctor recalled: “Her bleeding was so bad that the sclera, the white of her eyes, were red,
Dr. Barbara Morris specialized in elder care for over forty years, most recently at Centura Health in Colorado. In 2019, the Christian hospital fired her for seeking to help a patient end his own life after incurable Stage 4 cancer had reduced the man’s body to a skeleton shrouded in painful lesions. Colorado is one of ten states to allow assisted suicide under limited circumstances. But Centura forbids aid-in-dying as incompatible with its mission to promote “the sacredness of every human life.” When Morris sought a court order to help her patient hasten his death, the hospital fired her for “encouraging a morally unacceptable option.” Morris loved her job but felt she had no choice: “To be forced to abandon patients has just been intolerable for me.”

It’s not only at the beginning and end of life that clinicians claim conscience to supply prohibited care. Twenty-six states strictly limit opioids, including for excruciating pain that nothing else can ease. Doctors are threatened with professional and legal sanctions for prescribing higher doses, even to people who have taken them safely for years. Palliative medicine specialist Charles von Gunten can’t stand to risk pushing someone in agony to black-market heroin or even suicide because of a policy that tells doctors it’s “better to let the patient suffer than be suspected of causing a rise in the number of addicts.”


[43] Id.

[44] Colleen Slevin, Firing of Doctor Sets Off Fight over Assisted Suicide Law, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Sept. 4, 2019), https://apnews.com/article/fb94064985343d1b444d19944eaf7ff [https://perma.cc/46QR-2KAN]. It’s easy to think doctors like Morris should just seek out work where they’ll be allowed to follow their conscience. But in certain parts of the country, religious institutions so dominate the healthcare market that other employers are in short supply. See infra notes 311–12 and accompanying text. Besides, the rejoinder that conscientious providers should just work someplace else can be put with equal force to refusers. See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1535.


Another example: several states have criminalized puberty blockers to affirm a minor’s gender identity.\(^{48}\) One pediatrician said that “practic\[ing\] in the best interests of the patient” now risks “my medical license, my employment, or even my freedom.”\(^{49}\) For doctors like Daphna Stroumsa, gender-affirming care is “a matter of conscience[,] I am called to do this work.”\(^{50}\) Other conscientious providers defy limits on prescribing marijuana, psychedelics, and ivermectin; or they resist restrictions on procedures like shock therapy, ritual genital cutting, and paid-for organ transplants.\(^{51}\)

Such contested interventions bear crucial differences. Some are legal, others not. Some are safer than others. Some require costly facilities or staff; others just a prescription pad. Some fall within the medical norm, while others push its boundaries. These particulars matter.\(^{52}\) But the conviction to take people in can be as noble as the reasons to turn them away. Also, conscientious providers honor their patients’ wishes that conscientious refusers override. Shielding denials of care, while punishing its delivery without exception, isn’t just unprincipled. This radical asymmetry is pernicious too: it selectively burdens providers and drives patients underground.\(^{53}\)

America’s medical conscience regime is broken. This Article sets out to fix it. Part I spells out the meaning, significance, and history of conscience in United States healthcare. Part II charts the modern landscape of conscientious provision across more than a dozen restricted practices that clinicians invoke moral convictions to supply.\(^{54}\) Part III appraises the three strongest moral justifications for why our legal system comes down hard on anyone who conscientiously delivers these contested forms of care at the same time that it so zealously protects the person who conscientiously denies them. One reason is that forcing doctors to perform a procedure they oppose is worse than preventing them from


\(^{51}\) See infra Part II, pp. 1052–63.

\(^{52}\) Especially what’s clinically reasonable. See infra notes 388–93 and accompanying text.

\(^{53}\) See infra section IV.B.2.b, pp. 1090–94.

\(^{54}\) Fifteen examples appear in the text, including multiple under the headings for IUDs, Plan B, IVF, and conversion therapy. Several additional contested practices are discussed below the line. See infra notes 175, 221, 235, 457 and accompanying text.
undertaking one their scruples compel them to. Then there’s the idea that entitling clinicians to decline care costs their employers or states less than having to equip those third parties with the resources they would need to furnish it. And finally, exempting refusers needn’t prevent the people they turn away from accessing permitted treatment elsewhere, whereas exempting providers does defeat whatever interest an institution or government has in banning it. This Part finds these rationales insufficient to save the striking imbalance that distinguishes U.S. conscience protections from the rest of the developed world. Two points stand out: the ethical obligations that doctors owe their patients and the practical harms that blanket release from those duties can foist on people who need care and the places they go to get it.

Part IV seeks to dislodge the refusal/provision divide that governs conscience clauses in American medicine. A principled commitment to pluralism would condition exemptions from employer policies on whether treatment is available elsewhere, and offset the costs of accommodation through disclosure mandates, objector fees, and institutional distancing. The upshot: level down the near-absolute protections for conscientious refusers, while leveling up protections for conscientious providers that are virtually absent. As for government restrictions and carve-outs, states must stop insulating malpractice and abandonment. Meanwhile, a limited defense should partially excuse the conscientious supply of prohibited services that are consented to and clinically reasonable. Making this measure of space for dissent from the medical profession and society at large would go a ways toward repairing the frayed relationship between the practice of medicine and the rule of law.

I. RECLAIMING CONSCIENCE

Freedom of conscience is having a heyday in U.S. politics and law.55 That ideal resonates with doctors and nurses whose work confronts them with dilemmas that pit professional obligations against personal ones or place patient and state interests at odds.56 Some practitioners navigate these conflicts under the mantle of conscience.57

---


57 See Mark R. Wicclair, Conscientious Objection in Medicine, 14 BIOETHICS 205, 217 (2000).
This concept carries baggage too. Many Americans are convinced that the culture wars have reduced conscience to little more than a card that one side plays when it loses on anything from marriage rights to contraception-coverage mandates. Rather than accept democratic defeats at the ballot box or in the courthouse, parties don the cloak of conscience to relitigate those disputes, this time as a marginalized minority. On this view, conscience is a just cover, a convenient tool to exploit. These conscience skeptics see a similar social agenda reflected in refusals to provide reproductive medicine. Physicians who won’t prescribe Plan B and pharmacists who won’t dispense it are no different from conservative-backed pastry chefs who won’t serve gay customers seeking to celebrate their wedding. They’re all just “scoring political points.”

But conscience is more than just politics in disguise. It can also reflect the heartfelt convictions that someone feels compelled to live by. Taking conscience seriously treats appeals to it as “genuine and not pretextual” and assumes that conscience clauses really are about vindicating people’s moral values. Which isn’t to say that conscience operates the same in every context or that all claims are created equal. Invoking conscience in the practice of healthcare raises the stakes and implicates distinct norms. Doctors are not bakers. Clinical treatment is not culinary art. Abortions are not cakes.

Medicine isn’t a service industry but a social good that’s held in the public trust for people in need of specialized care. Licensing laws give certified clinicians exclusive control over almost all scans and pills, shots and surgeries. In turn, a complex system of disciplinary sanctions enforces regulations designed to respect patients as individuals and to

60 Professors Douglas NeJaime and Reva Siegel show how some claimants shift from “speaking as a majority” to “speaking as a minority.” NeJaime & Siegel, supra note 35, at 2561.
62 See Masterpiece Cakeshop, 138 S. Ct. at 1724.
64 See NeJaime & Siegel, supra note 35, at 2553, 2589.
65 See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1505 & n.12.
balance the risks and benefits that various courses of treatment would pose for their health and well-being.67

Standards set forth by the medical establishment have traditionally lined up with legal duties that share similar goals. So complying with clinical requirements doesn’t just make you a member in good standing. It also insulates you against fines, jail time, and suspended licenses.68 But some states today make demands on physicians that diverge from what their profession expects of them.69 That distance between legal and medical rules risks landing doctors in court, even prison, for putting their patients first. These are the laws that more and more providers are taking a stand against today.70 Some are just trying to do their jobs. Others resist in the name of conscience.

A. What It Is

Conscience consists of deeply held moral beliefs, the kind that center individuals to the commitments they cherish most.71 What makes these beliefs moral is how they bear on ways of being or doing that aren’t just useful or inconvenient, but right or wrong.72 Conscience can move people who subscribe to distinct values in different directions: the Supreme Court has recognized that abortion “inspires” “deep and seemingly absolute convictions” in those who hold “vigorous opposing views”73 about matters from a woman’s “place in society” to “spiritual imperatives” about when life begins.74 The Court advises taking claimants mostly at

68 See Nadia N. Sawicki, Ethical Malpractice, 59 HOUS. L. REV. 1069, 1098 n.129 (2022).
69 See, e.g., infra sections II.A.1–2, pp. 1053–54.
70 See, e.g., examples discussed infra Part II, pp. 1052–63.
71 The notion of conscience is reserved for thinking, feeling beings who can exercise moral judgment in particular contexts. This makes institutional conscience a stretch: even if a hospital helps members to express their collective values, this doesn’t imbue the entity with a conscience of its own. See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1544. Nevertheless, healthcare institutions still have similar and important interests in free association based on their founding principles and shared values. The strength of these interests depends on factors like institutional size, cohesiveness, and mission. See infra notes 342–45 and accompanying text. For thoughtful defenses of institutional conscience, see Elliott Louis Bedford, The Reality of Institutional Conscience, 16 NAT’L CATH. BIOETHICS Q. 255, 262–64 (2016); Kevin Wm. Wildes, Institutional Identity, Integrity, and Conscience, 7 KENNEDY INST. ETHICS J. 413, 416–17 (1997).
72 The kind of nonmoral objections that don’t count for purposes of conscience include, for example, pragmatic considerations about money or convenience. See Doug McConnell & Robert F. Card, Public Reason in Justifications of Conscientious Objection in Health Care, 33 BIOETHICS 625, 625 (2019).
their word. But that doesn’t make conscience hopelessly subjective or impervious to judicial scrutiny that can weed out animus or bad faith. Conscience is usually anchored to a source of ethical wisdom that’s bigger than oneself and independent of what an individual believes. An objective account of conscience traces these beliefs to an affiliation or ideology that sets forth what it means to do good or to live well. Religion is a classic wellspring of such beliefs, but secular sources of moral authority qualify too. A conscientious refuser might object to abortion because of a Catholic teaching that life is sacred at conception, or based on a Kantian imperative not to treat unborn humans as a mere means to others’ ends. Conscientious providers also invoke conscience in both religious and secular terms: as either a spiritual “calling” to pursue “salvation” by supplying abortion healthcare to people in need, or an egalitarian concern for the equal dignity of persons.

75 When it comes to the kind of religious belief that an individual might invoke in the First Amendment context, the Supreme Court has said that it’s qualified to assess only whether someone does in fact believe it, and not whether the belief itself is reasonable: “dissect[ing]” a belief’s validity does “not [lie] within the judicial function [or] competence.” Thomas v. Rev. Bd. of the Ind. Emp. Sec. Div., 450 U.S. 707, 715–16 (1981). For discussion, see generally Nathan S. Chapman, Adjudicating Religious Sincerity, 92 WASH. L. REV. 1185 (2017).

76 The Court has speculated, again in the religion context, that some “asserted claim[s]” might be “so bizarre” as “not to be entitled to protection.” Thomas, 450 U.S. at 715. Take the refuser who opposes access to abortion in cases of sexual assault based on the specious notion of “legitimate rape.” See John Eligon & Michael Schwirtz, In Rapes, Candidate Says, Body Can Block Pregnancy, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 20, 2012, at A13. Others might wonder about conscience claimants who would have an abortion as a holy ritual in the name of Satan. Complaint Seeking Declaratory and Injunctive Relief ¶ 46, Satanic Temple, Inc. v. Hellerstedt, No. 21-CV-00387 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 5, 2021).


78 See id.

79 Most conscience clauses extend protections to healthcare entities of all kinds, rather than applying exclusively, for example, to either private or public institutions or to just for-profit organizations as opposed to not-for-profit ones. See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1514.


82 Lisa H. Harris, Recognizing Conscience in Abortion Provision, 367 NEW ENG. J. MED. 981, 982 (2012); see also Sepper, supra note 37, at 1533–34.
The practice of medicine is another external source of moral wisdom. It aims chiefly to make patients better and keep them well. Doctors and nurses carry out that overarching purpose in three ways. First, they heal patients by curing disease, repairing injury, and restoring functioning. They also promote patient health through interventions that include vaccinations, cancer screening, and prenatal checkups. Finally, they relieve the suffering that can accompany terrible pain and dying.

These patient-centered aspirations are contested around the edges amid disagreements about the meaning of health and what counts as care. What’s clear is that tending to the sick and vulnerable is a deeply normative enterprise. The evidence-based weighing of benefits and risks operates as the North Star for affirmative appeals to clinician conscience: not the pursuit of profit, attention, or any other motive that’s not about what’s in the patient’s interest. This commitment to patient welfare is as real an expression of conscience as any.

B. Why It Matters

There are two reasons to accommodate invocations of conscience in the practice of medicine. The first is for the person who claims it: to respect her agency or preserve her integrity as someone who’s deeply committed to core values. Violating those values can take a psychological toll that alienates a clinician from what she stands for and consumes her with the sense that she can’t forgive herself. This moral

---


86 See Dov Fox, Medical Disobedience and the Conscientious Provision of Prohibited Care, Am. J. Bioethics, Aug. 2021, at 72, 73.


vertigo is bad in itself, and it can burn a specialist out, pushing her to move states, change fields, or quit healthcare.89

Protecting conscience for the sake of claimants evokes the Jewish medic who sought exemption from uniform regulations to wear a yarmulke in the Air Force90 or the Tuskegee whistleblower who exposed the federal government’s withholding of penicillin from poor Black men with syphilis.91 Following rules or obeying orders struck at these healers’ identities as people of faith who honor human dignity and care for the sick and vulnerable.92

This individualistic account captures the stakes in restrictions on religious dress or unjust abuses of power, when vindicating conscience wouldn’t impose meaningful costs on third parties whose interests matter.93 But a doctor’s claim to live up to her own moral code can’t justify unconditional license to hurt patients.94

A more expansive rationale for freedom of conscience reaches beyond any one person to the larger spirit of openness to dissent that sustains a diverse society and dynamic profession.95 Both democracy and medicine reflect evolving norms and differences of opinion about what’s

89 See Michele LeClaire et al., Compromised Integrity, Burnout, and Intent to Leave the Job in Critical Care Nurses and Physicians, CRITICAL CARE EXPLS., Feb. 2022, at 1, 6; see also Laura Kusisto, Doctors Struggle with Navigating Abortion Bans in Medical Emergencies, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 13, 2022, 2:03 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/doctors-struggle-with-navigating-abortion-bans-in-medical-emergencies-11665684225 [https://perma.cc/AQ9G-HLVS] (discussing Dr. Leilah Zahedi-Spung’s plans to leave Tennessee for Colorado to practice high-risk obstetrics where abortion is legal).


92 Consider too a hypothetical doctor who defies her state’s mandate to mislead pregnant patients; she refuses to tell them that abortion causes suicide or breast cancer. Cf. Mara Buchbinder et al., Reframing Conscientious Care: Providing Abortion Care When Law and Conscience Collide, HASTINGS CTR. REP., Mar.–Apr. 2016, at 22, 26.

93 There were also the Dutch physicians who defied Nazi commands to euthanize sick patients. See Leo Alexander, Medical Science Under Dictatorship, 241 NEW ENG. J. MED. 39, 45 (1949). They certainly acted from conscience too. But their resistance doesn’t support special exemptions from a just social order so much as wholesale revolution against an abjectly unjust one.

94 The threat of third-party harm was lower in the Supreme Court’s midcentury religion cases, involving claims by unpopular or insular minorities like the Jehovah’s Witnesses, Seventh-day Adventists, or Amish. See, e.g., W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943); Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398 (1963); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972). The Court exempted these claimants sparingly “out of a liberal respect for the integrity of personality or . . . a healthy appreciation of the unholy capacity of religious convictions to undermine civil peace.” Robert Post, The Politics of Religion: Democracy and the Conscience Wars, in THE CONSCIENCE WARS 473, 484 (Susanna Mancini & Michel Rosenfeld eds., 2018). While the religious exemptions of yesteryear had little impact on democratic processes or third parties, more claimants today come from groups with greater numbers, enjoy more political clout, and may seek exemptions to “disable” the rules or entitlements that they unsuccessfully “opposed in politics.” Id. at 483.

right and good.\textsuperscript{96} Carving out space for reasonable expressions of conscience — neither invidious nor arbitrary — could preserve those objections as a repository for potentially worthy reforms in the future.\textsuperscript{97}

This release valve isn’t for catering to nasty prejudice or stubborn idiosyncrasy: whether for the sake of toleration itself, or even to avoid civil violence. The point of making room for a multiplicity of values is to facilitate peaceful coexistence on terms that are equal and reasoned. This pluralism argument says that accommodating conscience holds the potential to equip heterogeneous institutions to navigate divisive controversies and adapt to change from within.

But that promise is frustrated if exemptions are deployed to delay or deny valued services, even those secured by constitutional rights or statutory guarantees.\textsuperscript{98} As Professors Douglas NeJaime and Reva Siegel lay bare, it is a cramped vision of pluralism that respects only those who object to being made complicit in a practice that they perceive as sinful or wrong.\textsuperscript{99} An inclusive system also shows concern for patients who think differently: their beliefs and interests matter too.\textsuperscript{100} Because licensed professionals keep the gates of medicine, letting too many refuse care at will could withhold the blessings that clinical science bestows.\textsuperscript{101} A genuinely pluralistic regime must mediate the harms that accommodating such claims can visit on third parties, especially patients.\textsuperscript{102}

\section*{C. How It’s Protected}

Courts are rightly reluctant to release people from the rules that everyone else has to follow just because their own objections sound in the register of conscience. Indiscriminate exemptions risk resentment: why should I have to follow a rule that others don’t? Or even anarchy, if exceptions swallow the rule. So in most spheres of life, conscientious objectors are expected to comply with regulations that apply generally.\textsuperscript{103} Those who disobey out of conscience must still face the

\textsuperscript{96} See Eric J. Kim & Kyle Ferguson, Conscientious Objections, the Nature of Medicine, and the Need for Reformability, 36 BIOETHICS 63, 68 (2022).
\textsuperscript{97} See id. at 65–66; HOLLY FERNANDEZ LYNCH, CONFLICTS OF CONSCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE 86 (2008).
\textsuperscript{98} See NeJaime & Siegel, supra note 35, at 2516–29.
\textsuperscript{99} See id. at 2590. For an example of a religious entity objecting to being made complicit in sin, see Brief for Respondents at 3, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 573 U.S. 682 (2014) (No. 13-354) (claiming that covering insured workers’ contraception would “risk killing an embryo” and thereby make the crafts store “complicit in the practice of abortion”).
\textsuperscript{100} See Micah Schwartzman, Nelson Tebbe & Richard Schragger, The Costs of Conscience, 106 KY. L.J. 781, 785 (2018) (“Citizens who bear costs so that others may observe their faith can rightfully complain that their liberty of conscience has been implicated.”).
\textsuperscript{101} See, e.g., Braidwood Mgmt., Inc. v. Becerra, No. 20-CV-00283, 2022 WL 4093215, at *19 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 7, 2022) (holding that employer could deny federally mandated coverage for drugs to prevent HIV transmission on the ground that being forced to buy that insurance would “substantially burden” its Christian faith, which condemns “homosexual behavior,” id. at *18).
\textsuperscript{102} See infra notes 301–04 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{103} See JOHN RAWLINGS, A THEORY OF JUSTICE 320–24 (1971).
consequences and resign themselves to redouble any ambitions for larger reforms through democratic channels like protest and lobbying.\footnote{Not all claimants seek to issue a rallying cry or mobilize others to their cause. Maybe they lack the resources or temperament to marshal such support, or think it’s counterproductive or futile to try to change hearts and minds. These individuals aren’t trying to effect social change. They appeal to conscience only to distance themselves from what they see as wicked or corrupt. \textit{See Kimberley Brownlee, Conscience and Conviction 104–07 (2012).}}

In just two contexts do secular appeals to conscience stand a stronger chance of accommodation under the law.\footnote{\textit{Cf. Cath. Health Care Sys. v. Burwell}, 796 F.3d 207, 220 (2d Cir. 2015) (recognizing “statutory and regulatory schemes” distinctive to “the military draft and medical conscience clauses”).} One involves the pacifist who gets drafted in wartime.\footnote{Nadia N. Sawicki, \textit{The Hollow Promise of Freedom of Conscience}, 33 Caro\'zo L. Rev. 1389, 1416–17 (2012).} Conscientious exemption from military service is a privilege that’s conditioned on sharing in other forms of civic sacrifice. Objectors must still prepare meals or dress wounds for soldiers on the battlefield, or else contribute in comparable ways on the civilian side: for example, to national conservation or elder care, and for at least as long as they would have served in the armed forces.\footnote{\textit{See}, e.g., Mulford Q. Sibley & Philip E. Jacob, \textit{Conscription of Conscience} 124–27 (1952).} These consequences offset the moral and practical costs that accommodation imposes on others.

The other setting in which Americans can count on having their appeals to conscience reliably vindicated is the clinical refusal of healthcare that patients want.\footnote{\textit{See James F. Childress, Civil Disobedience, Conscientious Objection, and Evasive Noncompliance: A Framework for the Analysis and Assessment of Illegal Actions in Health Care, 10 J. Med. & Phil. 63, 65 (1985).} \textit{See} Sawicki, \textit{supra} note 106, at 1409–27.} Members of no other profession are entitled to invoke conscience and be excused from exercising the usual skill, judgment, or conduct expected from someone trained to do that job well.\footnote{\textit{See Lynch, supra} note 97, at 54.} What could justify this sort of medical exceptionalism? Do doctors, nurses, and therapists face moral choices so much harder than lawyers, accountants, and teachers do? Why single out clinicians for conscientious exemptions that no one else gets? One answer is a resemblance that this line of work sometimes shares with combat: medicine too can demand life-and-death decisions that evoke particularly intense convictions.

But unlike the peace lover who’s called to fight, the clinician who opposes emergency contraception or aid-in-dying isn’t conscripted into service against his will. Physicians and pharmacists choose a vocation that expects them to undertake certain practices — albeit against the background of far-reaching exceptions that unwilling clinicians might rely on when they enter the profession.\footnote{\textit{See} Lynch, \textit{supra} note 97, at 54.} Conscience carve-outs are codified in a handful of federal statutes and the clauses of almost every
state that insulate refusers who violate institutional policies and even laws against civil malpractice or criminal abandonment.\textsuperscript{111} Crucially, clinicians who invoke conscience to withhold otherwise-expected services bear nothing like the burdens that military objectors do.\textsuperscript{112} Many states protect conscientious medical refusers in all but unqualified terms, even when their harmful denial of standard treatment would ordinarily violate civil or criminal laws.\textsuperscript{113} By contrast, clinicians who claim conscience to provide prohibited care find no such shelter against being fired or disciplined, or any leniency in the face of fines or jail.\textsuperscript{114}

It didn’t get this way by accident. “[C]onscience talk” spread in the 1960s and early 1970s “from conflict over war to conflict over abortion.”\textsuperscript{115} Within two years after the Supreme Court legalized abortion nationwide, more than half of states authorized doctors and hospitals to refuse patients seeking to prevent pregnancy or end it.\textsuperscript{116} The regime that emerged from Roe’s shadow wasn’t designed to vindicate conscience with a fair mind or an even hand.\textsuperscript{117} It was architectured by a political movement to restrict access to practices like abortion and birth control that activists saw as threats to traditional family values and sexual morality.\textsuperscript{118} That movement’s success in chipping away at those rights over the ensuing decades relied in part on bending the conscience

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{111} See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 300a-7(c)(1); Miss. Code Ann. §§ 41-107-5, -7 (2013); see also Nadia N. Sawicki, Character, Competence, and the Principles of Medical Discipline, 13 J. Health Care L. & Pol’y 285, 289 (2010) (explaining that states’ authority to regulate medicine is grounded in their unenumerated powers under the Tenth Amendment).


\textsuperscript{113} See Sawicki, supra note 36, at 1272–73; James A. Sonne, Firing Thoreau: Conscience and At-Will Employment, 9 U. Pa. J. Lab. & Emp. L. 235, 284 (2007). Some forbid states, healthcare employers, or medical boards from penalizing doctors, nurses, and others who conscientiously deny services like abortion, sterilization, contraception, and aid-in-dying. See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1511; Elizabeth Sepper, Not Only the Doctor’s Dilemma: The Complexity of Conscience in Medicine, 4 Faulkner L. Rev. 385, 395–96 (2013). Others immunize individuals and institutions from civil, criminal, and professional liability, without requiring them to offset any burdens that their refusal places on access or even disclose their objection to patients. See infra notes 134–40 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{114} See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1512–13; infra notes 163–73 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{115} NeJaime & Siegel, supra note 35, at 2536 n.79.


clauses even more lopsided still in the direction of clinicians who turn patients away.\textsuperscript{119}

1. Refusal. — Our legal system rarely forces clinicians to treat patients. Doctors and nurses can almost always deny medical care that they’re qualified to provide. There are just two times they can’t: if they seek to discriminate based on race, ethnicity, age, or disability;\textsuperscript{120} or when a hospital emergency department receives patients in need of urgent care.\textsuperscript{121} Physicians are otherwise free to withhold any service that’s not too exigent, or even one that \textit{is}, if they don’t work in an ER.\textsuperscript{122} They can also decline to treat patients for any reason that civil rights laws don’t forbid.\textsuperscript{123} Or to refer or counsel them, or to disclose that their objection is based on reasons that are more moral than medical.\textsuperscript{124} Refusers get conscience without conditions or consequences.

Conspicuous protections for healthcare refusals arrived on the scene with the 1973 Church Amendment, named for Frank Church, the Democratic Senator from Idaho who introduced the bill in Congress.\textsuperscript{125} Enacted by near consensus, that law gave clinicians a right to choose whether to participate in a sterilization or abortion — a right parallel to the one that \textit{Roe} afforded patients to undertake those procedures.\textsuperscript{126} The Church Amendment shields federally funded entities and their

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{122} Forced medical provision is rarely alleged; the odd complaint usually comes in the emergency room context. See Verified Complaint at 2, 14–15, Danquah v. Univ. of Med. & Dentistry of N.J., No. 11-cv-06377 (D.N.J. 2011); Memorandum in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Cenzon-Decarlo v. Mount Sinai Hosp., No. 09-3120 (E.D.N.Y. 2010), 2010 WL 1694855, aff’d, 626 F.3d 695 (2d Cir. 2010).
\textsuperscript{123} See, e.g., Abram Brummett, \textit{When Conscientious Objection Runs Amok: A Physician Refusing HIV Preventative to a Bisexual Patient}, 16 \textit{Clinical Ethics} 151, 151 (2021) (describing a doctor’s conscientious objection to prescribing drugs to reduce the HIV risks from men having sex with men). Even in states that forbid discrimination based on sexual orientation, courts often hold that such protections yield to religious objections. See \textit{Human RTS. Watch, “All We Want Is Equality”: Religious Exemptions and Discrimination Against LGBT People in the United States} 13 (2018). For an exceptional case, see \textit{North Coast Women’s Care Medical Group, Inc. v. San Diego County Superior Court}, 189 P.3d 959, 962 (Cal. 2008).
\textsuperscript{124} See Sawicki, supra note 36, at 1279–80.
\end{flushleft}
workers from performing any abortion or sterilization at odds with their “religious beliefs or moral convictions.”

The biggest impact of that Amendment isn’t what it said, or what its provisions did, but the “conscience creep” that the federal law inspired. Most states in the years to follow passed their own safeguards that went much further and skewed sharply in a particular direction. In the wake of the Church Amendment, states entrenched the one-way conscience clauses that keep refusers alone from losing a job or medical license, even when denying care would predictably hurt patients.

These exemptions are all-encompassing. Some states accommodate conscientious refusals for services that range from emergency contraception and aid-in-dying to assisted reproduction and stem cell research. The laws also excuse unwilling clinicians from a sweeping array of duties imposed by statutory law, common law, tort liability, state medical boards, and licensing regimes. And they also protect nonpractitioners who don’t themselves treat patients or provide contested procedures hands-on: from admitting clerks and social workers to HMOs and insurance plans.

Conscience clauses cover involvement that’s as indirect and attenuated as hospital admission, medical training, and claim reimbursements. Mississippi’s law allows claimants to refuse care in “any phase of patient medical care, treatment or procedure, including, but not limited to, the following: patient referral, counseling, therapy, testing, diagnosis or prognosis, research, instruction, prescribing, dispensing or administering any device, drug, or medication, surgery, or any other care or treatment rendered by health-care providers or health-care institutions.”

In thirty-three states today, conscience laws immunize a conscientious refuser from any civil penalties at all. It doesn’t matter if that denial of care harms patients in serious ways that ordinarily constitute negligence, malpractice, or wrongful death, or if the failure to disclose a medically indicated alternative would otherwise breach informed

---

127 42 U.S.C. § 300a-7(b)(3)(A). Its ban on employment discrimination isn’t limited to conscientious refusal; it extends to conscientious provision as well. But this ostensible matching feature for providers has lain largely dormant. See infra notes 151–52 and accompanying text.


130 See NeJaime & Siegel, supra note 35, at 2534.


133 MISS. CODE ANN. § 41-107-3(a) (2019).

134 See Sawicki, supra note 36, at 1286.


consent.\textsuperscript{135} Professor Nadia Sawicki documents how state law still insulates conscientious refusers from liability or discipline.\textsuperscript{136} Even the other seventeen states that do allow patients to bring civil suits keep a tight rein on tort recovery for any harms that result from the conscientious unwillingness to treat, limiting damages to emergency situations.\textsuperscript{137}

Sawicki’s study also reveals that seven of those thirty-three states that shield refusers from civil liability go even further.\textsuperscript{138} These seven states exempt conscientious refusers from criminal prosecution for what would typically constitute felonies like recklessly endangering patients or abandoning them, when violating practice standards during a critical stage of treatment puts them in peril.\textsuperscript{139} The only time that conscientious refusers could be held accountable is when their failure to intervene demonstrably jeopardizes a patient’s life.\textsuperscript{140} For any other care that’s needed to avoid grave risks or serious complications, the laws explicitly authorize them to deny it.

2. Provision. — Conscience doesn’t receive any such deference when clinicians claim it to deliver care.\textsuperscript{141} Employers and states enjoy broad authority to enforce treatment bans over the objection of conscientious providers.\textsuperscript{142} The political economy of American healthcare has undergone a sea change of late: until the early 2010s, private practice was the norm, with a majority of physicians operating free of constraints on how they cared for patients.\textsuperscript{143} They still had to abide by safety regulations, informed consent standards, and requirements to secure insurance coverage — but beyond that, clinicians were their own bosses.\textsuperscript{144}

Now most doctors and nurses answer to the entity where they work, whether as an employee or independent contractor. Driving this turn to big medicine is a historic consolidation of acquisitions, affiliations, and mergers with faith-based organizations.\textsuperscript{145} These moves exempt even

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See \textit{id.} at 1280.
\item \textit{Id.} at 1261.
\item See \textit{id.} at 1286.
\item \textit{Id.} at 1311–12.
\item \textit{Id.}
\item See \textit{id.}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
government hospitals from Establishment Clause rules governing the separation of church and state. Religious directives now govern 235 trauma centers and 654 hospitals nationwide. That comprises at least a third of the beds available for acute care in ten states. The million or so clinicians who work at these facilities risk losing their jobs if they provide any medical service that’s not “animated by the Gospel of Jesus Christ and guided by the moral tradition of the Church.” Off limits is everything from vasectomies, tubal ligations, birth control, and emergency contraception to abortion, assisted reproduction, gender-affirming care, and aid-in-dying.

It’s true that the Church Amendment includes some protection for providers too. It tells federally funded hospitals that they can’t grant or deny staffing privileges on the ground that a clinician has “assisted in the performance of a lawful sterilization procedure or abortion” somewhere else. But there’s no meaningful way to enforce that rule: courts have held that providers can’t sue a hospital that discriminates against them in hiring or firing, interpreting the statute as leaving it up to Congress to withhold funds from an institution that’s penalized someone for favoring abortion or sterilization.

And in 1980, the Supreme Court rebuffed both Free Exercise and Establishment Clause challenges that doctors and patients leveled against the Hyde Amendment’s limits on abortion funding for people who can’t afford the procedure and for whom forced pregnancy

---


implicates matters of faith. \[153\] The handful of states that came to extend any additional safeguards to conscientious providers limit those to workplace penalties for having supported or participated in an abortion. \[154\]

The only exception is Vermont. That state recently turned the usual asymmetry on its head. Its 2019 Freedom of Choice Act \[155\] exempts just conscientious providers, and not refusers, by barring public entities from interfering with clinicians who seek to take part in an abortion. \[156\] In other states, refusers get dramatically greater protection from policies enforced by employers and governments too than do equally conscientious providers who exercise professional judgment in the service of patient interests. \[157\]

II. PROHIBITED CARE

Not that job security alone would be much comfort to the doctor whose delivery of prohibited care in the name of conscience can still land her in court. Before Dobbs, it was mostly a practitioner’s job or license at risk. Now providing contested services in many places risks civil liability and even felony prosecution that come with steep fines and long jail sentences. This Part canvasses conscientious appeals to provide treatments that are banned. It maps more than a dozen such practices into three categories: (1) reproduction and dying; (2) impairment and identity; and (3) interventions to treat other chronic conditions ranging from serious pain to kidney disease. None of these restrictions meaningfully exempts conscientious providers.

A. Reproduction and Dying

First are practices at life’s beginning and end. Dobbs authorized states to ban abortion from the moment of conception. \[158\] And it imperiled services that prevent pregnancy, destroy nascent life, or create extra embryos to treat infertility. Then there are patients’ clear wishes that, if they end up in a permanent coma, they want the feeding tubes removed and breathing machines turned off, even when that would have the effect of extinguishing a fetus that’s growing inside. Next are death-


\[156\] Id.

\[157\] See supra notes 71–86 and accompanying text.

hastening drugs to help terminally ill patients avoid extreme suffering in their final days.

Abortion, IVF, advance directives, and assisted suicide implicate people’s intimate visions about everything from forming a family to dying with dignity. Prohibitions on each in turn thwart patients’ interests in having matters that profoundly reflect their personal values. Respect for patients’ agency and freedom explains why many providers defy this initial class of restrictions in the name of conscience.

1. Abortion. — Clinicians who’ve “felt called to” perform abortions have been fired or forced out by sectarian employers for having ended any pregnancy in the past or while moonlighting elsewhere.159 As for government restrictions on abortion, twenty-five medical groups argued in an amicus brief in Dobbs that legal prohibitions force clinicians into “an impossible choice between upholding their ethical obligations and following the law.”160 Since Dobbs, more than a dozen states have banned virtually any abortion that isn’t necessary to save a woman’s life.161 Many more of them did before Roe, when abortion bans were less punitive and enforcement was less strict.162 Whether they broke the law covertly or out in the open, the disobedients of that earlier era are what sociologist Carole Joffe calls “[d]octors of [c]onscience.”164

2. IUDs, Plan B, IVF. — The draft opinion in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization presaged Roe’s pending reversal to protect “potential life” from its earliest stirrings.165 Within days of the opinion’s leak, states introduced bills to “[f]ully recognize the human

160 Brief for American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists et al. as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondents at 26, Dobbs (No. 19-1392).
161 See, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 5-61-304 (2019); FLA. STAT. § 390.0111 (2022); IDAHO CODE § 18-622 (2020); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS §§ 22-17-1 to 22-7-14 (2021).
162 See, e.g., supra notes 17–25 and accompanying text.
163 See, e.g., infra notes 477–82, 557–58 and accompanying text.
personhood of an unborn child . . . from the moment of fertilization.166 Lawmakers called for interpreting these measures to forbid any interventions that involve the deliberate loss of a fertilized egg even before it implants in the uterus to begin a pregnancy.167 Clinical services at risk of prohibition under such laws include certain kinds of long-term birth control (e.g., IUDs),168 emergency contraception (e.g., Plan B),169 and assisted reproduction (e.g., IVF).170

3. Advance Directives. — Clinicians are typically bound to follow patient instructions at the end of life: whether to continue potentially futile life-sustaining treatment, or to decline it if they permanently lose brain function.171 But twenty-six states exclude pregnant patients from this tenet of medical ethics and constitutional law.172 And another five do more than just allow doctors and nurses to ignore a pregnant patient’s wish to forego life-sustaining measures if she ends up permanently unconscious, as in a permanent vegetative state.173 These policies actually forbid clinicians from honoring that advance directive, even when a patient explicitly considered the fact of her pregnancy in

166 E.g., H.B. 813, 2022 Leg., Reg. Sess. (La. 2022); see also H.R. 4327, 58th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Okla. 2022); UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-7-301.1 (LexisNexis 2022); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 311.772 (West 2022).


169 Some women are acquiring emergency contraception preemptively in anticipation of coming bans. See Katherine Rosman & Gina Cherelus, As Abortion Access Narrows, Some Women Think Ahead, N.Y. TIMES, June 30, 2022, at D2.

170 See, e.g., Jan Hoffman, Ruling Raises Alarm on Fate of I.V.F. Care, N.Y. TIMES, July 6, 2022, at A1. When Dobbs took away the constitutional right to abortion, the majority insisted that its appeal to “history and tradition” wouldn’t doom other due process rights like same-sex marriage and intimacy because only abortion “destroys . . . an ‘unborn human being.’” Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Org., 142 S. Ct. 2228, 2258–61 (2022) (quoting the Gestational Age Act, 2018 Miss. Laws Adv. Sh. 393 (LexisNexis)). On its own terms, the decision raises hard questions about whether, for example, “a fertility doctor commit[s] a felony by complying with a patient’s request to thaw and discard frozen embryos.” I. Glenn Cohen, Judith Daar & Eli Y. Adashi, What the Supreme Court’s Abortion Reruction Means for In Vitro Fertilization, BOS. GLOBE, June 30, 2022, at A9. In concurrence, Justice Thomas invited legislators and litigants to directly challenge the right to access not only emergency or long-term contraception, but also any form of birth control. See Dobbs, 142 S. Ct. at 2301 (Thomas, J., concurring) (citing Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 484 (1965)).


deciding to discontinue her life under those circumstances.174 Some doctors morally object to such interferences with their ability to honor their patients’ expressed preferences.175

4. Aid-in-Dying. — State law forbids the vast majority of American doctors and nurses from helping their badly suffering, terminally ill patients to hasten their own deaths.176 Forty states make it a crime to prescribe lethal medication to patients enduring extraordinary pain with just weeks to live, no matter how many safeguards ensure voluntary consent and prevent pressure or abuse.177 Even in the ten states where physician-assisted suicide is sometimes legal, many sectarian healthcare institutions still make it grounds for termination.178 Anonymous surveys indicate that eleven percent of physicians are willing to prescribe lethal medication under certain circumstances even if their institution won’t let them.179 And one in five oncologists also say they’d help a suffering patient who wants to die.180 Those who seek to defy these euthanasia bans under state law or employer policy point out that America’s restrictive approach to assisted suicide is an outlier.181 A growing number of developed countries now allow clinicians to help terminal patients hasten death to relieve their suffering and die with dignity — not just Switzerland and the Netherlands, but also Belgium, Canada, Luxembourg, New Zealand, and Spain.182

B. Impairment and Identity

These next case studies have to do with how patients think of themselves and how others think about them. First, hormone blockers to delay puberty in teens who want their changing body to align with their gender identity. Then, conversion therapy to integrate a person’s sexual orientation into his faith and family, usually by trying to impel attraction

---

174 DeMartino et al., supra note 172, at 1630.
177 See Physician-Assisted Suicide Fast Facts, supra note 41.
to the opposite sex. Third, a shallow clitoral incision that’s meant to avoid the more dangerous forms of ritual genital cutting that patients might otherwise undergo outside of a clinical setting. The last example involves amputation for people with a rare compulsion to have a healthy limb removed. All of these raise questions about whether such interventions respond to an “impairment” or “identity,” and the extent to which that distinction matters when doctors would conscientiously provide this treatment that the law forbids.

1. Puberty Blockers. — An estimated 0.7% of thirteen- to seventeen-year-olds persistently identify with a gender that doesn’t match their bodies’ sex-based traits.183 Some also experience serious distress associated with their biological sex or its relation to their gender identity.184 Those who seek help start with psychosocial counseling and behavioral support, which might accompany a social transition: different names or pronouns, haircuts, or styles of dress.185 That’s as far as gender-affirming care usually goes before puberty, nothing medical.186

In their early teens, some adolescents, with their parents’ support, seek to block the hormones associated with changes to breasts, muscle, and voice.187 Puberty-blocking injections or implants are meant to buy time for those who consistently identify as transgender to make more permanent medical decisions.188 Puberty blockers can help, as they get older, to make their gender identity easier for themselves and others to perceive, while reducing reliance on more invasive and less reversible interventions like cross-sex hormones and chest or genital reassignment surgeries that aren’t recommended until later on.189


184 See Johanna Olson et al., Baseline Physiologic and Psychosocial Characteristics of Transgender Youth Seeking Care for Gender Dysphoria, 57 J. ADOLESCENT HEALTH 374, 375, 378 tbl.3 (2015).

185 Ilana Sherer & Madeleine Hanks, Affirming Pediatric Care for Transgender and Gender Expansive Youth, 50 PEDIATRIC ANNALS 665, 668 (2021).

186 Gender-affirming care reflects individualized needs, so there aren’t hard-and-fast age limits. See Wylie C. Hembree et al., Endocrine Treatment of Gender-Dysphoric/Gender-Incongruent Persons: An Endocrine Society Clinical Practice Guideline, 102 J. CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISM 3869, 3894 (2017). But before adulthood, clinical guidelines generally advise against any medical intervention other than puberty blockers. See Caroline Salas-Humara et al., Gender Affirming Medical Care of Transgender Youth, CURRENT PROBS. PEDIATRIC & ADOLESCENT HEALTH CARE, Sept. 2019, at 1, 2.


189 Physicians don’t start cross-sex hormones to boost testosterone or estrogen until patients are at least fourteen, or consider performing chest surgery on those under fifteen, or genital reassignment any earlier than seventeen. See Azeen Ghorayshi, Doctors Debate Whether Trans Teens Need Therapy Before Hormones, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 13, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/13/health/transgender-teens-hormones.html [https://perma.cc/QJ24-K8PE].
Some research also suggests that young people who experience distress associated with their gender identity experience lower rates of anxiety, depression, and suicidal ideation if they take puberty blockers, as compared with similar youth who don’t. Studies in this population are still new enough that they don’t decisively exclude potential long-term risks to fertility, sexual function, or bone development. Several states have exploited such possibilities to criminalize puberty blockers regardless of people’s individual circumstances. Some make it a felony to refer any minor for that treatment or even to order the bloodwork that’s needed to monitor hormone levels in patients who’d already started taking them before bans went into effect. Pediatricians are left to rail against these laws or defy them out of a conscientious commitment to patient care.

2. Conversion Therapy. — Medicine has been enlisted not only to affirm gender identity, but also to try to suppress attraction to the same sex or kindle it to a different one. Clinical attempts to change sexual identity, but also to try to suppress attraction to the same sex or kindle it to a different one. Clinical attempts to change sexual identity have a long history in medicine and psychiatry. The goal of these attempts has been to change the gender identity of the individual, either through psychological means or through surgical or medical interventions.

190 See Kristina R. Olson et al., Gender Identity 5 Years After Social Transition, PEDIATRICS, Aug. 2022, at 1–2; Jack L. Turban et al., Pubertal Suppression for Transgender Youth and Risk of Suicidal Ideation, PEDIATRICS, Feb. 2020, at 1, 5. But see Michael Biggs, Puberty Blockers and Suicidality in Adolescents Suffering from Gender Dysphoria, 49 Archives Sexual Behav. 2227, 2227 (2020) (criticizing Turban’s study as unreliable for baking in faulty assumptions).


192 Bills in Alabama, Arizona, and Arkansas have become law. For discussion of these and twenty-two others, see Katherine L. Kraschel et al., Legislation Restricting Gender-Affirming Care for Transgender Youth: Politics Eclipse Healthcare, Cell Reps. Med., Aug. 2022, at 2–3. See id.


orientation used to be brutally invasive: lobotomy and castration.\textsuperscript{196} Today, counseling, psychoanalysis, and hypnosis are the norm.\textsuperscript{197} Twenty-one states and Washington, D.C., ban any such intervention in minors.\textsuperscript{198} Some providers object that conversion therapy can help young people to mitigate deeply distressing conflicts with a disapproving family or faith, even if patients accordingly seek to change their sexual orientation only “out of internalized social pressure.”\textsuperscript{199}

Electroconvulsive therapy for minors — another form that conversion efforts used to take\textsuperscript{200} — is also prohibited in a number of states for any use, whether or not it’s related to sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{201} These laws ban shock therapy even when it’s been shown to relieve youths’ severe and treatment-resistant self-harm or suicidality.\textsuperscript{202}

3. Genital Cutting. — The federal government and forty states criminalize genital cutting of girls as torture, felony sex crime, ritualized child abuse, or first-degree assault and battery of a minor.\textsuperscript{203} But some doctors say that a less invasive incision, “a ritual nick under analgesia to adolescent girls able to assent,” does no more physical harm than male circumcision or ear piercings do.\textsuperscript{204} Self-identified “compassionate practitioners” would perform “de minimis procedures”\textsuperscript{205} to save girls who are capable of voluntarily agreeing from “more extensive and damaging”\textsuperscript{206} cuts that “worsen health outcomes by driving the practice underground.”\textsuperscript{207} These physicians claim it’s better to undertake superficial

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{197} See AM. PSYCH. ASS’N, supra note 195, at 130.
\bibitem{200} See AM. PSYCH. ASS’N, supra note 195, at 22.
\bibitem{205} Id. at 151.
\bibitem{206} Id. at 153.
\bibitem{207} Id. at 148.
cuts in a sterilized clinical setting with numbing for the pain than risk these girls having “horrendous things done to them.”

4. Amputation. — Body integrity identity disorder (BIID) is the intensely and persistently felt need to amputate one or more healthy limbs because they “do not feel like they belong to me, and should not be there.” This unshakable compulsion resists known forms of medication and therapy. People with BIID seek to have their healthy limbs surgically removed. But that operation isn’t approved by medical licensing boards, and doctors who perform it risk prosecution for grievous bodily harm, maiming, mutilation, or murder. In 2000, surgeon Robert Smith amputated the healthy legs of two people whose BIID left them “in a state of permanent mental torment.” His patients had expressed such a desperate need that “if they [did] not achieve their amputation by medical means,” he feared “they [would] try and achieve it by self-injury.” Some lay their arms or legs “on a railway line,” while others “shoot their limbs off” with a gun. Hospital officials initially gave Dr. Smith permission to undertake the procedure, but blowback led the institution to prohibit it from being performed again.

C. Chronic Controversies

Also restricted by law or policy are treatments for chronic conditions that range from pain, addiction, and depression to cancer, kidney disease, and long COVID. These infirmities limit the basic activities of daily living and require ongoing medical attention to organs, mental health, or nervous or respiratory systems. Organ transplants, opioids, marijuana, and ivermectin make up the last category of services that governments or institutions restrict. All four treatments are meant to treat persistent ailments, though some are safer and more effective than others. Prohibitions on each have been met with varying levels of resistance from providers who invoke conscience.

---

209 Rianne M. Blom et al., Body Integrity Identity Disorder, PLOS ONE, Apr. 2012, at 1, 2 (emphasis omitted).
210 See Michael B. First, Desire for Amputation of a Limb: Paraphilia, Psychosis, or a New Type of Identity Disorder, 35 PSYCH. MED. 919, 925–26 (2005).
213 WHOLE (Melody Gilbert & FRZN Productions 2003).
215 Id.; see Henig, supra note 212.
1. Transplants. — In 1984, the U.S. Congress made it a felony for a doctor to transplant a human organ that was obtained for “valuable consideration.”217 Meanwhile, tens of thousands of Americans die each year for want of a lifesaving kidney because there are so few deceased donors, or living ones willing to incur the pain and risk without the kind of compensation that the law forbids as a way to incentivize organs for transplant.218 Some surgeons defy that prohibition by transplanting kidneys that have been bought and sold.219 Such doctors oppose the paid-for-organ ban on moral grounds: they say that it has the effect of “sentencing” many of their “transplant candidates to death.”220 These providers are “engaged in ethical struggle at every step, balancing ‘ethics’ as defined by law” against those ethical “values of saving life” that guide “their personal conscience.”221

217 National Organ Transplant Act, 42 U.S.C. § 274e(a); see id. § 274e(b).
221 Aslihan Sanal, “Robin Hood” of Techno-Turkey or Organ Trafficking in the State of Ethical Beings, 28 CULTURE MED. & PSYCHIATRY 281, 284 (2004) (describing a similar phenomenon among doctors in Turkey). Dialysis is a related example of conscientious provision. Here, it isn’t the practice itself that’s illegal, but misleading the government to pretend that supplying that care qualifies for the federal reimbursement that’s required to cover its cost. Patients with end-stage kidney disease need the waste products from their blood filtered using a dialysis process that costs over $70,000 per year. The United States foots the bill for all patients who can’t afford it, with one exception: undocumented immigrants. See Lilia Cervantes et al., The Status of Provision of Standard Outpatient Dialysis for US Undocumented Immigrants with ESKD, 14 CLINICAL J. AM. SOC’Y NEPHROLOGY 1258, 1259 (2010). For more than 5000 undocumented immigrants who live with the condition in the United States, dialysis is funded only when their kidneys are about to fail. See G. Adam Campbell et al., Care of the Undocumented Immigrant in the United States with ESRD, 55 AM. J. KIDNEY DISEASES 181, 182 (2010). Some nephrologists are unwilling to deny the not-yet-emergency dialysis that’s proven to keep things from getting that dire. See Areeba Jawed et al., High Moral Distress in Clinicians Involved in the Care of Undocumented Immigrants Needing Dialysis in the United States, 5 HEALTH EQUITY 484, 485 (2021). To get such dialysis covered by insurance, these doctors miscode it as an “emergency” by misreporting test results, fudging laboratory cutoffs, and exaggerating symptoms, in violation of federal fraud laws. See Lilia Cervantes et al., Clinicians’ Perspectives on Providing Emergency-Only Hemodialysis to Undocumented Immigrants, 169 ANNALS INTERNAL MED. 78, 83 (2018). “I try and ‘sell it’ . . . . ‘Oh, it looks like they have a little bit of pulmonary edema,’ even though they are not . . . short of breath.” Id. at 82 tbl.2. It’s not just dialysis eligibility that physicians mislead insurers about. A 2000 survey of more than seven hundred American doctors found that forty percent had submitted fraudulent claims to secure needed care for their patients. See Matthew K. Wynia et al., Physician Manipulation of Reimbursement Rules for Patients: Between a Rock and a Hard Place, 283 JAMA 1858, 1861 (2000).
2. Opioids. — Millions of Americans suffer from chronic pain after an injury or surgery, or due to an illness like cancer. Opioids relieve this pain but they’re highly addictive and can be dangerous: the CDC reported more than 80,000 opioid-overdose deaths in 2021. In 2016, the agency urged tapering or discontinuing opioid prescriptions “in outpatient settings, outside of active cancer treatment, palliative care, and end-of-life care.” Many states and medical boards codified these recommendations. Some clinicians argue that the opioid crackdown has gone too far as applied to patients with chronic severe pain who have taken high doses for years without becoming addicted. These restrictions lead some patients to suffer so badly that they’re driven to black-market alternatives; others even try to take their own lives. To spare their patients these terrible fates, some doctors invoke conscience to prescribe more than the legal limits allow.

3. Marijuana. — A growing body of medical research suggests that marijuana can be safe and effective to treat opioid dependency, muscle spasms associated with multiple sclerosis, and severe nausea and loss of appetite in people with cancer or AIDS. But the federal government and thirteen states prohibit medical marijuana for these purposes. These laws date back to the social consensus of 1950s America that branded cannabis a “gateway drug” to more addictive and dangerous...
drugs like cocaine and heroin.\textsuperscript{231} Even in the majority of states that have since legalized marijuana under certain circumstances, doctors who prescribe it for those specified uses still risk prosecution under the Controlled Substances Act\textsuperscript{232} and suspension of their drug licenses.\textsuperscript{233} Some clinicians have advocated changing or else circumventing these laws.\textsuperscript{234} Others appear willing to risk breaking them.\textsuperscript{235}

4. Ivermectin. — Early in the pandemic, scientists launched clinical trials to see if any existing drugs could be repurposed to treat COVID.\textsuperscript{236} The FDA had previously authorized the antiviral ivermectin for treating head lice and infections caused by parasitic worms. But ivermectin is not approved for COVID because it hasn’t been shown to prevent transmission of the illness or reduce its severity.\textsuperscript{237} The FDA has warned


\textsuperscript{232} 21 U.S.C. §§ 801–904.


\textsuperscript{236} See, e.g., Maria Popp et al., Ivermectin for Preventing and Treating COVID-19, COCHRANE DATABASE SYSTEMATIC REVS., 2021, at 1, 12.

\textsuperscript{237} See Gilmar Reis et al., Effect of Early Treatment with Ivermectin Among Patients with Covid-19, 386 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1721, 1730 (2022).

* * *

Just because providers talk in the moral vocabulary of conscience doesn’t make their appeals worth vindicating. Certainly not if they flout reliable proof that a restricted intervention poses greater risks than benefits.\footnote{See infra section IV.B.2.a, pp. 1087–90.} But neither should claimants get short shrift simply because the thing that they invoke conscience to do is deliver contested services, especially when equally conscientious clinicians are afforded generous latitude to deny such treatment.

III. AN OVERSTATED DISTINCTION

Legal protection for clinician conscience almost always turns on just one thing: whether it’s invoked to refuse services or to provide them.\footnote{See supra section I.C, pp. 1045–52.} This Part probes the strongest reasons for preserving this asymmetry and finds them wanting. Protections shouldn’t be absolute for refusers when they’re absent for providers. The same principles of pluralism and commitments to professionalism should govern exemptions for both the conscientious supply and withholding of care.

A. Doing and Allowing

Singling out conscientious refusal for protection traces back to the reproductive politics of the 1970s: backlash against Roe led states to shield abortion-opposed institutions and clinicians from being forced to terminate pregnancies against their will.\footnote{See infra section IV.B.2.a, pp. 1087–90. But the refusal/provision
division isn’t just an artifact of the abortion wars. That distinction reemerged a couple decades later in end-of-life cases like Nancy Cruzan and Jack Kevorkian. Policymakers and scholars wrestled with whether doctors should be allowed to help terminal patients hasten their deaths, or to withdraw life-sustaining care from those who fell into a permanent coma. The line between doing and allowing loomed large in these debates, with active “killing” eliciting greater suspicion than passive “letting die.”

1. Omission Bias. — Consequentialists try to explain away the doing/allowing distinction as mere cognitive bias. They cite behavioral research to support this view. One study found that parents had declined to vaccinate their children against whooping cough, even though they’d been informed that it was extremely safe. By contrast to that beneficial doing (giving their kids the shot), allowing them not to be vaccinated left them at risk of the acute respiratory infection.

But the distinction between doing and allowing runs deep in our moral and legal culture. A liberal society can prevent people from acting in all sorts of harmful ways, but rarely force them to act to avoid similar harm. Compelling religious sacraments seems crueler than prohibiting them, while making someone say something they deem false or wrong might be thought grimmer than preventing a person from speaking. On this view, forcing clinicians to provide care they morally oppose is worse than preventing them from supplying care their
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247 See, e.g., PRESIDENT’S COMM’N FOR THE STUDY OF ETHICAL PROBS. IN MED. & BIOMEDICAL & BEHAV. RSCH., DECIDING TO FOREGO LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT 68 (1983).


249 See, e.g., Marcel Zeelenberg et al., Attributions of Responsibility and Affective Reactions to Decision Outcomes, 104 ACTA PSYCHOLOGICA 303, 304 (2000).

250 David A. Asch et al., Omission Bias and Pertussis Vaccination, 14 MED. DECISION MAKING 118, 121 (1994).

251 See id. This evidence of so-called omission bias connects to a related tendency called “loss aversion.” The idea is that people generally care more about losses caused by an affirmative act than they do about otherwise equal gains that a failure to act leads them to miss out on. See Amos Tversky & Daniel Kahneman, Advances in Prospect Theory: Cumulative Representation of Uncertainty, 5 J. RISK & UNCERTAINTY 297, 297–98 (1992).

252 See, e.g., J. Morris Clark, Guidelines for the Free Exercise Clause, 83 HARV. L. REV. 327, 361 (1969) (“The right of individuals to act positively, in such a way as to harm others in the society, must by its nature be more restricted than the right to refrain from acting.”).


scruples command them to.²⁵⁵ Forced actions are more harmful than forced omissions, justifying greater protections for conscientious refusal than for conscientious provision.

This act/omission line matters, but our conscience regime makes too much of it. Even if conscientious refusals sometimes deserve more protection, why should all conscientious provision get none?²⁵⁶ Every instance of doing harm in medicine isn’t worse than every comparable instance of allowing it. Some harmful allowings are just as bad as harmful doings: that’s why clinicians owe affirmative obligations to the people they treat.²⁵⁷ This positive duty of care requires benefiting patients too, not just avoiding harm to them. A conscience regime that categorically privileges refusal over provision overstates the difference between them in view of the special relationships that clinicians occupy in relation to the people whose medical needs they agree to respond to.²⁵⁸

2. Role Obligations. — The distinction between doing and allowing has less purchase in the healthcare context. Doctors, nurses, and therapists owe professional obligations to the patients whom they’re uniquely able and authorized to serve.²⁵⁹ Only licensed practitioners are allowed to supply services that range from prescribing drugs to performing surgeries.²⁶⁰ With this power comes responsibility: not just to avoid inflicting undue harm but also to avoid letting it happen through indifference to the standard of care.²⁶¹

For the most part, the legal duties that Americans bear toward other people extend only as far as refraining from harming them — there’s no general duty to save someone’s life at no risk to your own even when

²⁵⁵ Complicity can also matter quite apart from consequences. And on the surface, it seems as if being compelled to do something that a person deems immoral could make the individual more complicit in it than a compelled omission that’s otherwise similar would. The idea here is that being forced into a practice that one opposes implicates the person more directly or acutely in the perceived wrong. By contrast, a forced omission allows an individual to preserve enough distance to avoid complicity in something that he himself doesn’t dissociate from, even if only because he’s compelled to. Professors Nicolas Cornell and Amy Sepinwall argue that “even compelled complicity can undermine” one’s moral standing “to censure others who commit that wrong willingly.” Nicolas Cornell & Amy Sepinwall, *Complicity and Hypocrisy*, 19 POL. PHIL. & ECON. 154, 168 (2020). They reason “that acceding to [self-]interest in escaping the penalties reveals that she does not care absolutely about avoiding the wrong itself.” *Id.* But this doesn’t meaningfully distinguish forced doing from allowing. Why should someone who’s compelled to participate in a putative wrong have less standing to condemn it, as compared with another who’s made to allow something that would have prevented a similar wrong? However complicit or hypocritical either is, the other one may well be just as much. *See id.* at 159.


²⁵⁷ *See* Sepper, *supra* note 37, at 1537.

²⁵⁸ *See* id. (citing Mark R. Wicclair, *Negative and Positive Claims of Conscience*, 18 CAMBRIDGE Q. HEALTHCARE ETHICS 14, 16 (2009)).


you’re the only one who can. But sometimes, specific individuals do have affirmative obligations with respect to certain vulnerable others. Parents owe duties not to neglect their children’s physical, medical, educational, and emotional needs that others are at legal liberty to ignore.

It’s similar with clinicians. They can be held accountable for harmful omissions to patients, and in exceptional cases even to non-patients — as when therapists owe a duty to warn a potential third-party victim if there’s reason to believe that their psychiatric patient poses a serious risk of substantial bodily injury to that person. Other affirmative duties apply as a rule. Informed consent doctrine holds a doctor just as responsible for failing to disclose key risks or benefits of a proposed course of action as she is for telling the patient bad information. Likewise, a nurse can be liable for wrongful death whether he recklessly poisons a patient or recklessly lets the patient die by declining to provide a safe and effective intervention. It’s not just informed consent and drug dosing. Clinical obligations from confidentiality to disease screening rarely turn on whether a clinician did something with respect to a patient or allowed it. What matters is the risk-benefit profile and moral content that fills in such doing or allowing. These commitments make a physician’s duties a function of what promotes her patient’s interests, not whether a decision constitutes an act or omission.

262 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 314 (AM. L. INST. 1965).
263 See id. § 323.
267 That’s how informed consent doctrine usually operates, that is, when conscience clauses don’t immunize doctors against liability for breaching these legal duties. See infra notes 435–42 and accompanying text.
268 See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1536.
269 Sepper made this point first: “[P]roviders stand in a special relationship to patients and may harm them through their omissions.” Id. at 1537. But she goes too far when she suggests that “the distinction between being compelled to refrain from an act and being forced to perform an act . . . may be legally irrelevant.” Id. at 1539. Sepper indeed doubts whether that line is conceptually coherent at all: “[I]t is possible to restate most actions as corresponding inactions with the same effect, and to show that inaction may have the same effects as a forbidden action.” Id. at 1536 n.146 (alteration in original) (quoting Archie v. City of Racine, 847 F.2d 1211, 1213 (7th Cir. 1988) (en banc)).
Distinguishing doing from allowing assumes diminished significance in the medical domain. Conscientious refusers and providers owe similar duties to put their patients first. This overriding obligation reduces the division between actions and omissions to a less meaningful contrast — like failing to “confer a benefit” rather than to “prevent a harm” — that doesn’t make the decisive difference that our regime ascribes to the line between conscientious provision and refusal.270

B. Third-Party Harms

Even if conscientious provision is just as worth protecting, conscientious refusal is more reasonable to protect, or less expensive anyway. At first blush, the denial of services seems to require less of whichever entity subsidizes the supply of medical services, whether healthcare institutions or the state. The conscientious refuser asks only that those third parties not force his hand, freeing him to step away. The provider, by contrast, demands that others furnish her with whatever facilities, personnel, or equipment she needs to undertake prohibited treatment. All of these cost money and use up finite resources no longer available for other patients or interventions.271 Providing care costs more than refusing it does.272 Asymmetrical protections for refusers and providers are justified by the asymmetrical demands that claimants make on institutional resources.273

1. Accommodation Costs. — But conscientious provision doesn’t always incur high costs on third parties. A provider might already have what he needs to treat a patient. Alan Braid, the physician who violated the Texas abortion ban, owned his own clinic.274 His conscientious provision wasn’t likely to externalize significant costs to the state’s reserves of healthcare resources.

When it comes to employer restrictions, some providers need little more than a prescription pad.275 That script is all Dr. Barbara Morris asked for when she was fired for prescribing death-hastening drugs to

271 See AM. HOSP. ASS’N, MASSIVE GROWTH IN EXPENSES AND RISING INFLATION FUEL CONTINUED FINANCIAL CHALLENGES FOR AMERICA’S HOSPITALS AND HEALTH SYSTEMS 2 (2022).
272 Sepper explains that forcing employers or states to accommodate conscientious providers of surgical abortion, for example, would “require[] the institution to subsidize financially an individual with whom it disagrees” by furnishing that person with “operating rooms, support staff, and instruments.” Sepper, supra note 37, at 1550.
274 See Kitchener, supra note 7.
275 A secure connection for telehealth enables some prescriptions remotely. For others, a facility might be useful for meeting patients at. Administrative staff may also be needed to make appointments or communicate with pharmacies. But the costs needn’t be great.
her terminal patient in Colorado, where physician-assisted suicide is legal.\textsuperscript{276} It doesn’t cost much more for a provider to prescribe birth control pills, emergency contraception, or medication abortion.\textsuperscript{277} Or, indeed, to refer a patient to someone who will.

Hospital charges may also be marginal for add-on surgical procedures like a tubal ligation that accompanies an already-planned cesarean section.\textsuperscript{278} And the expenditures might actually be lower, and not higher at all, when providers invoke conscience to withdraw treatment, by honoring the advance directive of a comatose patient who is pregnant.\textsuperscript{279} Some more affirmative interventions might even avoid the need for more expensive ones that would be required without it. For example, abortion costs a fraction of labor and delivery.\textsuperscript{280}

But in many cases, conscientious provision does impose greater costs on identifiable third parties than conscientious refusals do, in the form of hospital staffing and resources. What’s less clear is why this cost differential alone should justify protecting all conscientious refusal and no conscientious provision. Externalities matter. But other ones cut in the opposite direction.

After all, refusals aren’t costless. They can strain medical systems in other ways that weaken the quality of care. For a state or hospital to maintain the range of services that it’s committed to making available, it might be forced to pay more to recruit replacements or backups through complicated systems of accommodation.\textsuperscript{281} These side effects are more dispersed and may seem speculative. But they are no less real or harmful. Sawicki has shown that thirty-three states insulate conscientious refusers from malpractice, however serious the damage, while just eight condition that immunity on either notifying patients that they conscientiously object to providing a clinically indicated intervention or even on telling them what their medical options are.\textsuperscript{282}

2. Treatment Access. — Shielding conscientious refusal but not conscientious provision predictably reduces access to contested care.

\textsuperscript{276} See supra notes 40–43 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{278} See Kartik K. Venkatesh et al., Cost-Effectiveness of Opportunistic Salpingectomy vs Tubal Ligation at the Time of Cesarean Delivery, 220 AM. J. OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 106.e1, 106.e4 (2019).
\textsuperscript{279} See Yujun Zhu & Susan Enguidanos, Advance Directives Completion and Hospital Out-of-Pocket Expenditures, 17 J. HOSP. MED. 437, 441 (2022).
\textsuperscript{280} See Janet L. Agnoletti, Abortion vs. Birth, CHI. TRIB., Mar. 22, 1994, at N20. Likewise, regular dialysis is cheaper for anyone with end-stage kidney disease than the emergency dialysis that they’ll eventually need otherwise. See Cervantes et al., Clinicians’ Perspectives on Providing Emergency-Only Hemodialysis to Undocumented Immigrants, supra note 221, at 78–79.
\textsuperscript{281} See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1551.
\textsuperscript{282} Sawicki, supra note 36, at 1281.
Lopsided protections can make the difference in whether patients are able to obtain time-sensitive services: from cancer screening to emergency contraception, from abortion early enough in pregnancy that it’s safe to aid-in-dying before illness consumes sufferers with unbearable pain or deprives them of mental faculties to make their own decisions.283

Refusals impose costs even if the patients who get turned away can eventually get treatment elsewhere.284 Conscientious denial forces them to find a new doctor, seek out-of-network care, and deal with delays that can leave treatment less effective than it would have been.285 Importantly, even if the care that patients ultimately receive works just as well, being turned away in the first place can still demean or humiliate them.286

These harms of conscientious refusal fall hardest on those least able to bear them: people who live in states that restrict care or regions where willing providers are scarce.287 Recent estimates suggest that nearly thirty million Americans live over an hour from any trauma care.288 And that roughly one in six live at least thirty miles away from the nearest hospital.289 Most affected are individuals who lack the insurance, savings, or social supports they’d need to travel far distances for
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284 See Rachel Kogan et al., Which Legal Approaches Help Limit Harms to Patients from Clinicians’ Conscience-Based Refusals?, 22 AM. MED. ASS’N J. ETHICS E209, E211 (2020).


286 Conscientious refusals have the potential to inflict dignitary harm even if service denials aren’t accompanied by explicit epithets. NeJaime and Siegel explain that the pejorative social meaning of these healthcare refusals may be perfectly “intelligible to the recipient” when it “reflects and reiterates a familiar message about contested sexual norms,” a message that can in turn disparage how a patient identifies or lives. NeJaime & Siegel, supra note 35, at 2576; see also id. at 2577.


288 See Brendan G. Carr et al., Disparities in Access to Trauma Care in the United States: A Population-Based Analysis, 48 INJURY 333, 335 (2017).

care.\textsuperscript{290} Or to be away from work and home for long enough without imperiling their jobs or caretaking responsibilities.\textsuperscript{291} It’s disproportionately undocumented immigrants and poor women of color who bear the brunt of these foreseeable costs imposed by a conscience system that protects nearly all refusers and no providers.

If the concern is about patients being able to get care, why not just enact measures to expand the availability of treatment so that conscientious refusal doesn’t have the effect of blocking the desired level of access, and conscientious provision isn’t necessary to secure it? States could step in to provide those scarce services themselves.

In the wake of \textit{Dobbs}, for example, five states enacted protections for doctors who provide abortion care for patients from out of state.\textsuperscript{292} These laws protect in-state providers from subpoenas or summons to enforce bans against performing abortions on out-of-state residents.\textsuperscript{293} California also safeguards patients who seek gender-affirming care that their home states have banned.\textsuperscript{294} And Massachusetts gives refuge to doctors who provide telehealth abortions to women in states that


\textsuperscript{291} Critics of legal protections for conscientious refusal foresaw as early as 1973 their potential to render access “meaningless” by authorizing “discrimination against persons of lesser means” who can’t “afford to go to another hospital . . . hundreds of miles distant.” 119 CONG. REC. 17,452 (1973) (statement of Rep. Bella Abzug).


prohibit mail-order medications or any other way of ending a pregnancy. Some blue cities in red states have also adopted measures to establish themselves as sanctuaries from state prosecutions of abortion crimes.

But the burdens of travel can still be prohibitive. And policymakers in many parts of the country may not be all that committed to making sure that people can actually get whatever contested treatment the law there permits. Lawmakers could be ambivalent about abortion, on the fence about aid-in-dying, or indifferent to puberty blockers. They may be content to leave any of these treatments available only in a formal sense, whether or not patients may have trouble getting them as a practical matter.

A “hands-off” policy that enables refusals without offsetting their impact on access isn’t staying neutral. By categorically insulating the conscientious denial of treatment, a state takes a clear side and sends a decisive message: to favor even widespread refusal and to ratify its anticipated harms. That consequence is incompatible with the state’s equal commitment to the interests of claimants and nonclaimants alike. An inclusive pluralism requires taking seriously the ways in which accommodating complicity-based claims of conscience can hurt those who don’t share these beliefs.

C. Government Interests

The final way of trying to distinguish conscientious refusal from provision is the most promising. It asks whether a clinician’s expression of conscience can be vindicated consistent with the background interests that an institution or state has affirmed to provide some form of care or prohibit it. Suppose a hospital or the government has decided that by

295 An Act Expanding Protections for Reproductive and Gender Affirming Care, 2022 Mass. Acts ch. 127, § 11. That refuge from criminal abortion laws extends only as far as the state’s borders: if Massachusetts clinicians cross state lines, they could still be extradited for arrest and prosecution. See id. And even that shelter wouldn’t spare conscientious providers from having to be delivered up to face civil liability that might include loss of a medical license. See Katherine Florey, Dobbs and the Civil Dimension of Extraterritorial Abortion Regulation, 98 N.Y.U. L. REV. (forthcoming 2023) (manuscript at 23–24), https://ssrn.com/abstract=4172494 [https://perma.cc/KoD4-GYTE].
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299 See supra notes 95–102 and accompanying text.
allowing certain services, people ought to have access to them. That abortions or puberty blockers or advance directives should be available not just in theory but in practice. Conscientious refusal doesn’t block them from being obtained elsewhere. So the entity or state can recognize the refuser’s conscience while enabling people to access that treatment, thereby satisfying the background policy that they be able to get it.300

By contrast, when an institution or government has determined that people shouldn’t have access to reproductive or gender-affirming or end-of-life care, then vindicating a conscientious appeal to provide that care can’t help but undermine that interest in keeping people from having it. The conflict here is inescapable: the hospital or state can’t honor the provider’s conscience consistent with its interest in care not being available. That one comes at the expense of the other is the best reason to accommodate refusal, and not provision. But this argument justifies the legal system’s contrasting postures toward them only if it holds up on a closer look.

1. Permissive Regimes. — Can a regime really advance its interest in permitting care at the same time that it exempts conscientious refusals? Not if accommodation has the effect of leaving care out of reach for people who need it.

The case of Tamesha Means is instructive. She’s a Michigan mother whose amniotic sac ruptured at eighteen weeks.301 The closest hospital, thirty minutes away, discharged her with instructions to come back the following week.302 Her doctors at the Catholic-affiliated institution never told her that the fetus she was carrying had no chance to survive, or that removing it was the safest way to reduce the serious risk to her own life.303 Twice more, she returned to the same emergency department, each time in worse shape, yet again was refused treatment.304

A regime can’t supply the care that it seeks to make available if too many of its facilities or staff are unwilling and find refuge in conscience clauses that protect refusers from being penalized or disciplined. Permissive states or institutions may deem that care acceptable or even desirable, but it can remain hard to get there when one-sided safeguards are indifferent to the impact of widespread refusals on patient access. Licensed clinicians and institutions enjoy a state-enforced monopoly on which care is available, even when they operate in strict accordance with religious directives.305

302 See id. at 5.
303 See id. at 2.
304 See id. at 2–3.
305 See supra notes 66–67 and accompanying text.
Many medical entities don’t disclose that their practice is governed by spiritual teachings or how such ministerial authority limits which services they provide. Hospitals that do make that affiliation known may surprise even adherents of the same faith. For example, some Catholic patients don’t realize that their Catholic hospital would deny their clear wishes to withdraw life-sustaining care if they’re suffering gravely at the end of life. And a patient deciding where to go for a tubal ligation, IUD, Plan B, or IVF might have no idea that her local clinic won’t provide these services after it’s merged or contracted with a Christian ministry. “Why would she assume that a nonprofit hospital won’t provide these services after it’s merged or contracted with a Catholic hospital?” 

Inpatient Services After Hospital Mergers in Rural Areas

Institutional consolidation constrains access most in parts of the country where unwilling facilities or clinicians are the only option for miles. Sectarian conglomerates have come to dominate healthcare markets in many rural towns and inner cities. Their control over healthcare access in these regions gets reinforced by clauses that let them restrict even time-sensitive services that they decline to provide on grounds of conscience. That’s how legally permitted procedures become unattainable for patients who lack the resources to reach willing providers at great distance and cost. Vindicating refusals

See supra notes 146–50 and accompanying text.


so categorically can crowd out access to care that a state means its residents to have. If lopsided conscience clauses keep people from actually receiving some form of treatment, then these protections end up incompatible with a background commitment to making that treatment available.

2. Restrictive Regimes. — Still, accommodating conscientious provision will always undermine another state or hospital’s policy goal that people not be able to get a certain procedure or service. Exempting providers outright defeats the point of the ban by negating the interest that it serves, for example, to promote public morals or an institution’s religious mission. This straightforward conflict is the strongest rationale for denying conscientious providers the solicitude that refusers get. But other reasons to protect conscientious providers can be even stronger.

Providers affirm their obligations to put patient interests first by honoring the wishes of people in need of medical treatment. Access to everything from X-rays to operations is too important to release doctors and nurses from core duties like emergency treatment and informed consent. Also, forcing doctors and nurses to sit by and watch avoidable harms befall the patients they’ve devoted their professional lives to caring for strikes at their fundamental charge to promote health and relieve suffering. Laws that generate this crisis of conscience inflict psychological distress and erode the social goods of making people well and keeping them healthy.

Making space for conscientious providers isn’t about changing restrictive laws through the back door: trying to poke enough holes in a blanket prohibition so that the exception becomes the rule. The point is to affirm the noble ends of medicine and honor a principled commitment to democratic pluralism.

There’s too vast a gulf between liability shields for conscientious denials and full exposure to punishments for conscientiously delivering care. One way to even things out: eliminate conscience protections for refusers and providers alike. Claimants would suffer moral distress and

315 See Eric Mathison, The Wrong Argument for a Bad Law, AM. J. BIOETHICS, July 2021, at 77, 77. There may be reason to doubt whether the asserted interest in potential life is sincere if the state fails to promote in all sorts of other ways that aren’t distinguishable by principled differences, competing tradeoffs, or legislative compromises. See Dov Fox, The State’s Interest in Potential Life, 43 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 345, 353 (2015). But a colorable challenge would require evidence of illicit motives. It isn’t enough to assume that enactment processes were captured or distorted in ways that don’t represent the will of the majority, especially when gerrymandering and other democratic deficits have become so pervasive that they’re unlikely to attract momentum for legal reform. See Daniel Markovits, Essay, Democratic Disobedience, 114 YALE L.J., 1897, 1952 (2005) (observing growing democratic deficits in general).


317 See, e.g., supra notes 17–25, 40–44 and accompanying text.

318 See supra notes 95–98 and accompanying text.
society would lose the dynamism of their dissenting voices from within. But ridding U.S. healthcare of conscience-based exclusions would remain compatible with objectors enlisting the democratic process to reform bad laws.

A practical obstacle stands in the way of conscience abolition, however: conscience clauses are woven deep into the fabric of American law and medicine. Their entrenchment makes doing away with these exemptions politically impractical. As Sepper explains, “[a]ny workable solution” to accommodating conscience in American healthcare “cannot reject it out of hand.” But patients in underserved parts of the country mustn’t thereby be consigned to a unilateral regime that makes it hard to get treatment, however beneficial or badly needed.

Hence, the case to even things out by protecting refusers less and providers more. A principled approach would narrow the gap from both top and bottom. For conscientious refusal: level down the broadscale immunities that burden patient access. For conscientious provision: level up accommodations — from none to some — while minimizing the potential disruption to institutional missions and state interests. These limited protections may sound reasonable enough, articulated in such generic terms. But under which circumstances? And in what ways? The devil is in the details. Which is what the final Part turns to now.

IV. VINDICATING CONSCIENCE

An ideal of “medical disobedience” informs whether, when, and how to protect clinician conscience that’s invoked to defy institutional policy or law. This concept doesn’t give doctors free rein to break the rules. Rather, it takes the edge off of them in keeping with four principles. First, clinicians are charged to promote health and relieve suffering; second, conscience should be vindicated, within limits, in principled ways for all who invoke it in good faith; third, an inclusive pluralism attends to claimants and those who don’t share their beliefs; and finally, conscience exemptions that harm others must offset those costs of accommodation.

These propositions underwrite the ideal of medical disobedience that should govern how much room our legal system makes for the expression of conscience in healthcare. That ideal’s overlapping concern for moral integrity and dynamic professionalism guides specific reforms to America’s medical regime. This Part advocates two sets of fixes. One
has to do with conscience exemptions from employer policies about legally permitted practices. The other concerns conscientious practices in the face of government regulations.

A. Employer Exemptions

Workplace carve-outs for clinician conscience should mediate the strains that conscientious refusal can place on patient access as well as the burdens that conscientious provision can visit to a hospital’s mission. Accordingly, those who conscientiously object ought to clearly disclose those objections upfront to employers and to patients. Claimants should also pay a modest fee to offset the resulting harms. A refusal fee would go to boost availability elsewhere, while providers’ contributions would help facilities adopt distancing measures to accommodate them.

1. Accommodation Offsets. — Most conscience clauses don’t make refusers do anything: they don’t have to tell patients or employers that they won’t supply certain services, let alone explain their reasons for denying treatment; they aren’t required to help patients secure that care elsewhere, or assist employers in arranging backups; they don’t even have to share low-risk, high-benefit alternatives like informed consent otherwise requires.\textsuperscript{325} Conscientious refusers don’t lose their jobs for failing to disclose medically indicated options or comply with basic standards of care.\textsuperscript{326}

Of the thirty-three states that insulate conscientious refusers from malpractice liability, just eight condition those liability shields on refusers having warned patients that they would deny such services, even if only by posting that policy where they could see it.\textsuperscript{327} And of those eight, just two require refusers to refer patients to a willing provider or let them know where else they might be able to obtain the procedure that the refusers themselves won’t perform.\textsuperscript{328}

To mitigate these burdens, exemptions for refusing any medically standard and legally permitted treatment should come with a condition:

\textsuperscript{325} See Nadia N. Sawicki, \textit{Mandating Disclosure of Conscience-Based Limitations on Medical Practice}, 42 \textit{AM. J.L. & MED.} 85, 103 (2016).

\textsuperscript{326} States seldom even discipline conscientious refusers. A rare exception involved a pharmacist who wouldn’t fill or transfer a woman’s prescription for birth control. The Wisconsin medical board reprimanded him and placed limiting conditions on his license to dispense medication. See Noesen v. State Dep’t of Regul. & Licensing, Pharmacy Examining Bd., 751 N.W.2d 385, 388 (Wis. Ct. App. 2008).

\textsuperscript{327} See \textit{CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE} § 123420(c) (West 2022); 745 ILL. COMP. STAT. 70/6.1 (2019); \textit{LA. STAT. ANN.} § 40:1061.20(4) (2016); \textit{NEB. REV. STAT. ANN.} § 28-337 (LexisNexis 2022); \textit{N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 10, § 405.9(b)(10) (2019)}; \textit{OH. REV. STAT.} § 435.475(1) (2022); \textit{16 PA. CODE} § 51.31(e) (1999); \textit{WYO. STAT. ANN.} § 35-6-105 (2019).

\textsuperscript{328} See 745 ILL. COMP. STAT. 70/6.1 (2019); \textit{N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 10, § 405.9(b)(10) (2019)}. Another couple states make pharmacists return a patient’s prescription right away, rather than decline to fill it without notice or explanation. See \textit{ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN.} § 36-2154(B) (2022) (requiring pharmacists who object to abortion to return the prescription to the patient); \textit{GA. CODE ANN.} § 16-12-141(b) (2022) (requiring pharmacists who object to abortion to either refer the patient to another pharmacist or else immediately return the prescription).
that patients be able to get it from qualified clinicians nearby. That’s how France handles abortion: it doesn’t let sectarian hospitals with certain public affiliations refuse abortions unless enough willing providers in the area are capable of responding to the regional needs for that care. In 2021, Oregon authorized officials to block any healthcare sale, merger, or acquisition that’s likely to restrict the availability of essential healthcare.

Appeals to conscientiously deliver legally permitted services that employers forbid should similarly depend on whether those services can be obtained elsewhere. Providers invoke conscience to promote health or relieve suffering: their claim for exemption is accordingly weaker if institutional restrictions leave that care readily accessible anyway. So vindicating conscientious provision is contingent on there not already being enough clinicians available to perform procedures nearby enough that patients can access them.

Accommodation offsets should also draw on objector fees. The most fitting currency would involve coordination efforts or volunteer service. But money works too. Fees could take form in deferring insurance reimbursements or setting aside salary contributions to help shoulder the institutional costs of accommodation. States would then authorize employers to collect suitably modest sums from workers who conscientiously refuse or provide care in violation of company policy.

And that money would be earmarked to defray the practical expenses that exemption incurs to the employer.

329 See supra notes 298–99 and accompanying text.
330 See CODE DE LA SANTÉ PUBLIQUE [PUBLIC HEALTH CODE] art. L2212-8 (Fr.). Italy’s abortion statute has likewise been interpreted to bar long waits or scarce access by requiring measures to “ensure the availability of non-objecting medical practitioners and other health personnel when and where they are required to provide abortion services, taking into account the fact that the number and timing of requests for abortion cannot be predicted in advance.” International Planned Parenthood Federation — European Network (IPPF EN) v. Italy, Complaint No. 87/2012, Decision on the Merits, ¶¶ 174–177 (Eur. Comm. of Soc. Rts. Mar. 10, 2014).
331 See 2021 Or. Laws ch. 615 (codified as amended at OR. REV. STAT. §§ 413.032, 413.037, 413.101, 413.181, 415.013, 415.019, 415.103 (2022)).
332 For claimants who invoke faith, federal law would limit the amount of any such objector fee to avoid bearing down too hard on the exercise of religion that’s embedded in their appeal to conscience. The Religious Freedom Restoration Act would forbid the stipend sum on spiritually motivated refusal or provision from being so costly that they constitute a “substantial burden” on religious exercise — that is, unless enforcing that level of objector fee were the least restrictive means of furthering a compelling government interest in enabling access to essential healthcare. See Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-141, 107 Stat. 1488 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb to 2000bb-4). The RFRA inquiry depends on a number of highly contextual factors: the concentration of similar claims, the availability of willing providers in a particular region, the existence of alternative measures to minimize patient harms that would tax religious claimants less, and the design of accommodations in ways that would promote health more. On the other hand, the Supreme Court’s most recent free exercise doctrine has tended to read “[a]ttempts at legislative balance . . . as inappropriate political compromise.” Richard Schragger & Micah Schwartzman, Religious Freedom and Abortion, 108 IOWA L. REV. (forthcoming 2023) (manuscript at 26) (on file with the Harvard Law School Library) (discussing Tandon v. Newsom, 141 S. Ct. 1294 (2021)).
The point isn’t to punish or deter claims of conscience. It’s to make up for the reasonable costs of accommodating them. These payments would acknowledge that freedom of conscience is a privilege whose entitlement is expressly conditioned on medical impact to patients and others. Having doctors pay for this privilege of practicing according to their convictions wouldn’t resolve the tension between conscience and its consequences. But this tipping of the scales would reduce the bite of that dilemma in ways that resemble accommodations for the pacifists required to provide nonmilitary service to qualify for exemption.

In the healthcare context, compensation wouldn’t be limited to conscientious providers who incur financial expenses to the institutions they work for; conscientious refusers should have to pay a similar stipend. For denials of care, this fee would go toward the costs to get patients ancillary services: for example, by covering the next best available treatment, or perhaps even reimbursing their travel across the border or subsidizing incentives to recruit willing providers to the broader field. Operational details would turn on how best to strike a balance between reducing burdens on patient access and distancing refusers from the practices they oppose.

This same tradeoff informs the rejection of mandatory referrals in favor of plain-language and user-friendly notifications — akin to the standardized nutrition labels on food products. Canadian courts condition conscience exemptions for refusers on their pointing patients to a specific willing provider. The problem with mandating specific referrals is how directly it enlists refusers to facilitate a perceived wrong by making its incidence that much more likely. But mandating general disclosures would avoid such complicity.

Sawicki is right that conscientious refusers should be required to give clear, upfront notice about a couple of things: that other clinicians may be available to provide the service, and that the reason they themselves are unwilling to provide it has to do with their own moral or religious beliefs, lest patients be misled into thinking that they’re refusing because the medical costs outweigh the benefits.

---

333 See supra notes 106–07 and accompanying text.
334 See Kim & Ferguson, supra note 96, at 69.
335 See generally 21 C.F.R. § 101.9 (2022).
339 See Sawicki, supra note 325, at 121, 127.
Providers too should have to notify their employer of their conscientious objections to a workplace restriction in order to grant administrators a fair opportunity to minimize the impact of accommodation to the institution’s mission. And if there are reasonable ways that these hospitals can make space for those conscience claims, they should be barred from firing or demoting claimants, or from declining to hire them for exercising their conscience.

2. Institutional Association. — Conscience clauses also look lopsided from the perspective of healthcare employers that can have interests of their own. One such institutional interest is to affirm values shared by administrators, workers, and/or patients. Another is associating freely with those who buy into the institution’s founding mission. That might involve providing services that a hospital deems worthy, or refusing those that it deems sinful.

Sepper observes that this asymmetric regime appears in a new light when it’s reflected through that institutional lens. The question becomes: Why should an organization that refuses care be entitled to enforce its values against conscientious providers, when another entity that insists on making care available has to accommodate conscientious refusers? It’s not simply that only refusing institutions are only refusing institutions affiliated with religion, which grants them privileges under federal and state law. Statutory exemptions are conditioned on how they’d impact others (such as patients) and competing interests (like public health). And the unwillingness of major hospital systems to provide essential care could reduce its availability too much for those in need. In the absence of special protections for religion, protecting only refusers and not providers unfairly prefers employers that advance sectarian values, and selectively burdens those whose shared convictions center on comprehensive access to evidence-based care.

An institution’s interest in deciding whom it partners with or serves can also conflict with state interests against discrimination or malpractice. And just as state or individual interests can be more compelling or less, depending on facts and context, so too can institutional interests vary in strength. The Supreme Court has identified “size, purpose, policies, selectivity, [and] congeniality” as factors that “may be pertinent” to determine how strong an institution’s interest is “in a particular case.”

In the medical context, Sepper’s framework for adjudicating the strength of institutional interests in free association is informed by

---

340 See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1548 (criticizing the legal fact that “a refusing employer may impose its moral norms on staff,” while “a willing institution must accommodate individual providers’ refusing consciences with which it disagrees”).


similar considerations: size, cohesion, and message. Smaller, mission-centered practices whose affiliates relate to one another on that basis have greater associational claims to enforce their values — that abortion is murder, or that aid-in-dying is compassionate care — over the objection of those who disagree. By contrast, sprawling hospitals have weaker interests that entitle them less to deny standard-of-care services, or to punish the employees who seek to provide them.

Workers who object to these policies might infringe on their institution’s interests to varying degrees. Having to accommodate the occasional conscientious provider needn’t completely defeat an institution’s authority to enforce its values. Exempting the odd outlier at the margins could still leave the institution largely capable of dissociating itself from practices it opposes. It might also matter whether the provider asserts conscience in routine cases — abortion for any reason — or only in special cases involving rape, health risks, or serious fetal disability. An institution that opposes abortion can more reasonably be expected to accommodate the provider who conditions her conscience on those more specific grounds.

And there are distancing strategies that an institution can adopt to blunt the expressive burden of accommodating objectors. It could consign contested care to an after-hours basement or off-site facility. Or it could reserve hands-on participation in that care for outside contractors, while letting affiliates admit patients, take their medical history, administer pain medication, or deliver their meals after the procedures.

If an employer can’t reasonably accommodate a conscientious provider, thereby entitling it to fire or not hire that worker, the

343 See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1563–66.
344 See id. at 1564–65.
345 Even the biggest hospitals with the weakest associational interests still may have other sound reasons to decline nonstandard offerings due to a “lack of personnel or facilities or of specialization in non-obstetrical and non-surgical fields.” Wolfe v. Schroering, 541 F.2d 523, 527 n.6 (6th Cir. 1976) (nonetheless expressing no opinion as to a hospital’s nonethical reasons for refusing abortions).
349 Sepper notes that when some Catholic facilities are faced with state mandates to provide Plan B to rape victims or condoms to people at risk of HIV, they’ve agreed to compromises that seek to diminish their “cooperation in acts deemed wrong” by “allow[ing] legally separate entities to operate clinics . . . nearby.” Sepper, supra note 37, at 1571.
350 See Danielle Czarnocki et al., Conscience Reconsidered: The Moral Work of Navigating Participation in Abortion Care on Labor and Delivery, SOC. SCI. & MED., July 2019, at 181, 182. The United Kingdom limits conscience exemptions to claimants who “take[e] part in a ‘hands-on’ capacity,” excluding administrative or supervisory tasks from the scope of protection. Greater Glasgow Health Bd. v. Doogan [2014] UKSC 68, [38] (appeal taken from Scot.).
institution might still be required to contribute to a fund or agency that promotes, say, women’s or children’s health in ways that the institution finds less objectionable. These mediating measures needn’t appease the employers that have to accommodate providers or otherwise address their objections: conscience offsets in the workplace are about balancing institutional interests against patient access and clinician conscience.

B. Affirmative Defense

Government restrictions complicate the case for conscience exemptions. Laws carry more normative force than workplace policies, giving clinicians greater reason to comply. Also, institutional penalties are limited to professional consequences, whereas civil or especially criminal ones exact a higher price in America’s modern carceral order.

This section introduces a partial excuse for violating government restrictions. Under certain circumstances, this limited defense would reduce the penalties for clinicians who claim conscience in violation of certain tort or criminal laws. To qualify, the conscientious provision of prohibited care must be compatible with competent consent, clinical reasonableness, and distributive justice. And conscientious refusal must satisfy three nonnegotiable professional duties: informed consent; stabilizing patients in emergencies; and treating them regardless of age, sex, or race.

* * *

Today, doctors who conscientiously provide legally prohibited care have no prospect for relief or mitigation. The options they’re stuck with are all futile. First, they can plead necessity: that violating the ban on providing care is the lesser of two evils. But courts have limited this defense to exigencies of last resort, ruling out appeals where there are ways to change the law itself—even if any hoped-for reform would

351 See Cornell & Sepinwall, supra note 255, at 172.

352 There’s precedent for state laws that protect workers for engaging in conduct that their employers don’t like. Statutes in Colorado and North Dakota forbid employers from firing someone for engaging in lawful, off-premises activity so long as it isn’t incompatible with a “bona fide occupational requirement,” COLO. REV. STAT. § 24-34-402 (a)(2) (2022), or “in direct conflict with the essential business-related interests of the employer,” N.D. CENT. CODE § 14-02.4-03(1) (2021). States that don’t ban such care themselves could protect conscientious providers for supplying care that employers oppose, even if limited to moonlighting off the job or after hours. This was the middle ground that the Church Amendment found for prohibiting “discrimination in the extension of staff or other privileges” against clinicians for having “performed or assisted in the performance of a lawful sterilization procedure or abortion.” Health Programs Extension Act of 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-345, § 401(c)(2), 87 Stat. 91, 96. That protection applies solely to federally funded hospitals and abortion/sterilization. Even then, the law provides no way for the clinician who’s subject to such discrimination to bring suit against her employer or take any step to enforce the nondiscrimination provision other than report the employer to Congress in the hope that it might withhold funding from that offending employer in a way that Congress never has in half a century. See supra notes 151–52 and accompanying text.
come too late to help individuals who have urgent needs in the here and now.353

Courts have also rejected claims of necessity “when the legislature itself has made a determination of values” in the matter, namely, that the state’s interest in prohibiting such care outweighs competing interests that include the ones that patients have in receiving this care and those that doctors have in providing it.354 A similar separation-of-powers reason explains why conscientious providers can’t rely on a second form of clemency: statutes in a dozen states authorize trial court judges to dismiss criminal charges “in furtherance of justice,” but only under circumstances that lawmakers didn’t already foresee and speak to.355 Conflicting legislation preempts.

The final option is to hope against hope that a jury is willing to flout the criminal prohibition that a clinician has plainly violated by providing care. That’s not something that a litigant can explicitly request of jurors. Procedural rules in every state forbid a conscientious provider from arguing that the jury should “nullify” the law, either as it applies generally or under the specific circumstances at issue.356 Defense attorneys aren’t allowed to even inform jurors that returning a verdict that doesn’t follow the law is something that they have the power to do, no explanation needed.357

Jury nullification is so rare and unpredictable that it’s a mistake to count on it. Even scholars who have advanced the practice as a bulwark against abortion bans after Dobbs acknowledge nullification’s sharp limits.358 Not only can a judge overrule any nullification of civil sanctions against abortion providers.359 There’s also the threat of multiple criminal prosecutions, each of which will empanel a different jury.

357 The twentieth century saw three reported cases in which a jury appears to have nullified a legal prohibition on providing medical care, one in the United States, another in Canada, and a third in the United Kingdom. A New York grand jury declined to indict a doctor who helped a terminal patient end her life in violation of a ban on assisting suicides. See Lawrence K. Altman, Jury Declines to Indict a Doctor Who Said He Aided in a Suicide, N.Y. TIMES, July 27, 1991, at A1. A Quebec jury nullified a criminal abortion law in Morgentaler v. The Queen, [1976] 1 S.C.R. 616 (Can.). A British jury might have done the same in Rex v. Bourne [1938] 3 All ER 615, 621 (KB). All three juries ruled for physicians who provided care ostensibly forbidden by the government. But because juries don’t explain their reasons, it’s possible they determined that the law just didn’t apply to the particular facts.
358 See also Peter N. Salib & Guha Krishnamurthi, Nullification in Abortion Prosecutions: An Equilibrium Theory, 72 DUKE L.J. ONLINE 41, 54 (2022).
The willingness of any one of them to go rogue will also vary in unpredictable ways based on the rotating cast of individuals who happen to be seated in judgment each time.

Besides, necessity and nullification are all or nothing. The only options are extremes: the full brunt of legislative sanctions, no matter how punitive; or complete absolution, however egregious the misconduct or grave the harm. Conscience shouldn’t insulate unwilling clinicians from even gross violations of the most basic expectations. Blanket immunity to endanger patients and willfully abandon them has no place in a profession whose moral force comes from its motivating regard for healing and health.360

* * *

A partial excuse of medical disobedience would make it possible to customize reduced penalties to fit the violation — when and because they are undertaken conscientiously.361 Besides taking the edge off of fines and jail time, this defense could also eliminate the collateral consequences that often accompany a criminal conviction: for example, revoking an offender’s license to practice medicine or disqualifying her from voting in elections.362 Mitigation might not be enough to persuade all that many clinicians to follow their conscience. But less-than-total protections may also be more likely to get adopted if their restraint is what attracts the necessary support from those who aren’t inclined to go all the way.363

Just how far such penalties get trimmed would be up to either legislatures based on general factors, or courts in light of the particulars of an individual case. But tempered consequences would pull up short of a complete pardon — except perhaps when conscientiously provided care is imminently necessary to save a patient’s life.364 The upshot would be a dramatic reduction of the most punishing crackdowns.

The Oklahoma ob-gyn who conscientiously performs an abortion would pay a fraction of the $100,000 that his state charges offenders.365 The Idaho pediatrician who prescribes medically indicated puberty blockers in the name of conscience would serve a far lighter sentence than the life in prison that the state imposes for providing gender-

---

360 See supra notes 83–86 and accompanying text.
363 See infra notes 516–25 and accompanying text.
364 Except when conscientiously provided care is necessary to save a patient’s life. See infra sections IV.B.2.b, pp. 1090–94, and IV.C.1, pp. 1096–103; supra notes 353–54 and accompanying text.
affirming care, or even just pay a fine instead. The Minnesota doctor who follows her pregnant patient’s advance directive to remove a feeding tube after the patient ends up in an irreversible coma wouldn’t be permanently banned from practicing medicine, just suspended for a time.

This mitigation finds informal resemblance in punishment for euthanasia. Murder is the intentional killing of another person, whatever the reason. Mercy killings are driven by compassion to relieve the suffering of a loved one or patient the defendant has cared for; sometimes, the person has a terminal illness and consents to die. When the compassionate motive is clear and reasonable, the punishment for homicide may get reduced, even greatly, down to manslaughter. But no state codifies such leniency for mercy killing: it’s applied haphazardly and off-the-record through the discretion exercised by prosecutors, judges, and juries.

The proposed defense of medical disobedience wouldn’t give license to break the law. Rather, it would codify a systematic form of mitigation that vindicates certain expressions of clinician conscience, whether to refuse care or provide it. Conscientious refusers could petition for this partial excuse in a bid to curb tort liability against malpractice or breach of informed consent, or to blunt criminal punishment for abandonment or endangerment — but only to mitigate, never to immunize. And there

367 And none would be subject to the loss of rights that come with a felony conviction: from serving on a jury to owning a gun.
368 There are few reported cases. This could reflect the low incidence of mercy killings; that police just don’t find out when it happens; or that when they do, prosecutors decline to charge, whether for lack of evidence or moral opposition to putting mercy killers on trial for murder. For principled arguments against prosecuting a different crime that can involve conscientious providers — of not euthanasia but abortion — see Steve Descano, Opinion, My Governor Can Pass Bad Abortion Laws. But I Won’t Enforce Them., N.Y. Times (May 31, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/31/opinion/prosecutor-abortion-virginia.html [https://perma.cc/XBY8-EAUD].
can be no break at all from complying with nonnegotiable duties of informed consent, emergency treatment, and nondiscrimination.373

Nor would every provider who invokes conscience be able to claim the defense. Claimants would have to show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that they supplied services out of deeply held moral beliefs, not profit-seeking or anything else.374 More critical still, they must comply with all three conditions that derive from the moral logic of a professional enterprise centered on patient interests: competent consent, clinical reasonableness, and distributive justice. The following sections elaborate on each.

1. Competent Consent. — The first requirement for mitigation is that a competent patient or appropriate surrogate give informed consent to the prohibited procedure. There are three ways to meet this standard, depending on the circumstances. An intervention must be sought by a patient who has the mental capacity to approve it with appreciation of its material effects and alternatives; or, if that patient has impaired or delayed understanding, a spouse, guardian, or family member must have supported him to exercise his own judgment; or, if a patient has permanently lost the comprehension and decisionmaking abilities that he once enjoyed, then an appropriate surrogate may be authorized to speak to the patient’s previously expressed wishes.375 This voluntariness condition rules out mitigation for pressurized mercy killings, or for working one’s will on kids to improve their performance in school or sports through medical interventions that they themselves don’t want.376

The hardest cases arise in the context of contested practices at the intersection of impairment and identity.377 For example, Dr. Robert Smith makes plain that the patients he treats for BIID are clear-thinking adults in whom “careful psychiatric assessment has failed to identify any significant mental illness” to explain their demonstrable and enduring

373 See Lynch, supra note 97, at 255.
376 See Dov Fox, Family Planning and Its Limits, 23 J. Contemp. Legal Issues 87, 93 n.28 (2021); Dov Fox, Parental Attention Deficit Disorder, 25 J. Applied Phil. 246, 247 (2008).
suffering. Meanwhile, “various forms of therapy available for psychiatric illness” haven’t worked:

They fully understand the consequences of what they are requesting, have in-depth knowledge of amputee rehabilitation, and understand the lifestyle of amputees. . . . Amputation is the only source of relief. They are fully competent to make informed decisions about their treatment and there is no concern about competency to consent.

Whether a particular patient is competent and consents with sufficient information depends on age, mental soundness, emotional maturity, and wherewithal to resist undue influence. This individual assessment is the basis of that voluntariness requirement.

States typically let parents sign off on elective procedures for their child with the child’s apparent buy-in. But requests to treat pediatric patients with legally prohibited services call for deeper interrogation into whether kids really appreciate the stakes and make their assent clear. For example, a girl who comes from a culture or region that practices genital cutting might be bullied to undergo a shallow ritual nick that does no permanent physical damage but may not reflect what she wants. That conclusion demands scrutiny, though. It’s not enough simply to assume that she’s:

(a) uneducated and ignorant . . . , (b) a slave of a tradition she herself would like to escape if only she had the option, [or] (c) oppressed and under the thumb of the deplorable men in her family who wish to control their wives and daughters and deprive them of any sexual enjoyment in life.

Undue influences like these would indeed disqualify medical disobedience claims on voluntariness grounds. But showing that requires an inquiry that’s sensitive to context.

Adolescents and teenagers might likewise have a hard time weighing the risks that puberty blockers pose for future fertility, or comprehending how conversion therapy implicates their larger aspirations or attachments. Distinctive complications arise if illness

379 Id.
380 Id.
385 See id.
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or injury robs an adult of the competence that she once had: then a surrogate can consent on her behalf by appeal to what she would have wanted — assuming she hasn’t left an applicable advance directive that spells this out herself, in which case that earlier say-so controls.387

2. Clinical Reasonableness. — Besides informed consent by a competent patient or a surrogate, any conscientiously provided treatment must also be clinically reasonable on the balance of medical risks and benefits to patients. This “reasonableness” standard tracks the one that medical malpractice doctrine uses to determine deviations from acceptable care.388 Long tied to “customary medical practice” — even if it “fail[s] to keep pace with developments and advances in medical science”389 — the modern trend requires doctors to conform their conduct to what is “reasonable to expect of a professional” in the relevant specialty “given the state of medical knowledge” and patient-specific facts that a physician is aware of, or should be.390

(a) Evidence-Based Standard. — An intervention might be made reasonable to expect in a couple ways. It could be tested and approved in peer-reviewed studies; or validated in sound-enough research models to treat a novel pathogen in an urgent crisis; or it could be proven safe and effective through longstanding clinical practice.391 This reasonableness requirement disqualifies mitigation for the conscientious provision of prohibited treatments that are experimental, invalidated, or biologically implausible.392 Fraudsters and science deniers needn’t apply for the defense based on baseless or conclusively refuted claims, for example, that vaccines cause autism or that electric shocks can turn gay kids straight.393

their parents aren’t on the same page, the “mature minor” doctrine is how half of states determine whether those kids possess the faculties and resources to choose treatment without parental acquiescence. See Jonathan F. Will, My God My Choice: The Mature Minor Doctrine and Adolescent Refusal of Life-Saving or Sustaining Medical Treatment Based upon Religious Beliefs, 22 J. CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 233, 259–60 (2006).


390 Id. at 272. For discussion, see Maxwell J. Mehlman, Professional Power and the Standard of Care in Medicine, 44 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 1165, 1176–88 (2012).


392 See, e.g., NAT’L ACADS. SCI., ENG’G & MED., THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF CANNABIS AND CANNABINOIDS 87–88 (2017) (discussing how patients suffering from chronic pain are replacing opioid medication with cannabis even though medical marijuana is not FDA approved).

It’s usually courts and not legislatures that set the standard of care.394 That expert-informed standard serves as the baseline for malpractice and the evidentiary threshold for admitting medical facts or testimony in civil trials.395 Some services that are deeply contested, politically speaking, are widely accepted as a medical matter.

Take abortion. The Dobbs majority cast doubt on the procedure’s moral and social standing.396 And the decision itself triggered legal bans in more than a dozen states that make it harder to teach it to the next cohort of doctors training to become obstetrician-gynecologists.397 But none of this changes the clinical benefits that abortion is proven to provide many patients, especially those at risk of anxiety, depression, diabetes, high blood pressure, and emergency circumstances like ectopic pregnancies.398

Stigmatizing the procedure or making it illegal needn’t make it any less “recognized and accepted” as clinically sound “within a significant segment of the medical profession and the hospital community.”399 Also reasonable in this clinical sense are IUDs, Plan B, and IVF that are medically indicated for certain people of child-bearing age, as well as the withdrawal of life-sustaining care that respects pregnant people’s advance directives.400

396 See Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Org., 142 S. Ct. 2228, 2235–36 (2022); see also, e.g., Planned Parenthood of the Heartland, Inc. v. Iowa Bd. of Med., 865 N.W.2d 252, 269 (Iowa 2015) (contrasting the fierce political disagreement over a rule that prevented abortion medication from being prescribed via telemedicine with the virtual clinical consensus over its medical necessity).
397 See Nick Anderson, A Race to Teach Abortion Procedures, Before the Bans Begin, WASH. POST (June 20, 2022, 7:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2022/06/20/abortion-training-medical-school [https://perma.cc/A87Z-ABNM]; Sofia Andrade, Without Abortion Rights, Medical Students Face a Dangerous Choice, THE NATION (Sept. 9, 2022), https://www.thenation.com/article/politics/abortion-ban-dobbs-medical-students [https://perma.cc/X77Z-3SDH]; see also Marisa E. Giglio et al., Abortion Training in Medical Education — Implications of the Supreme Court’s Upcoming Decision, 386 NEW ENG. J. MED. 707, 708 (2022) (“Restrictions on various aspects of medical education and training related to reproductive health . . . would create crucial gaps in the education of future Ob/Gyns . . . . Medical schools and residency programs could end up training generations of physicians who are unable to provide the comprehensive reproductive health care that patients need.”).
398 See, e.g., Lena Sjöberg et al., Termination of Pregnancy and Sterilisation in Women with Childhood-Onset Type 1 Diabetes, 60 DIABETOLOGIA 2377, 2378 (2017); Jun Luo et al., Pregnancy Outcomes in Patients with Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension: A Retrospective Study, 99 MEDICINE, no. 23, 2020, at 1, 4; DIANA GREENE FOSTER, THE TURNAWAY STUDY (2020) (comparing the life experiences of women who wanted an abortion but were denied one because of legal cutoff dates, with those of women who obtained one, and finding that women who had abortions had better mental health outcomes, at least for a time, and a long-term absence of regret).
400 See supra notes 168–75 and accompanying text.
Other practices are plainly not clinically reasonable. Ivermectin is a case in point. The American Medical Association has “strongly oppose[d] the ordering, prescribing, or dispensing of ivermectin to prevent or treat COVID-19” based on reliable evidence that it doesn’t work for that use.401 Conversion therapy isn’t widely accepted, either. Psychiatric groups agree the practice is more likely to harm than benefit people distressed by a conflict between their sexual desires and their faith or family — especially if it reflects a disparaging view of same-sex attraction that inspires self-hatred.402 Conscience is no excuse to provide clinically unsound care.403

Still other cases are closer calls. Hormone blockers are clinically favored to delay puberty in children with precocious puberty and in others who experience severe distress associated with their biological sex or gender identity.404 Clinical evidence about certain potential long-term risks and benefits of puberty blockers in that population is still coming into focus.405 Some states have weaponized such empirical uncertainty to criminalize gender-affirming care for any patients, whatever their individual circumstances.406 The medical board in at least one state has moved to change its clinical standards to mark out puberty blockers as therapeutically unreasonable for all, regardless of particulars.407 Courts in other states have pushed back. The Eighth Circuit enjoined Arkansas’s puberty-blocker ban on the ground that the treatment “is supported by medical evidence that has been subject to rigorous study” and reflects “the recognized standard of care [to treat patients diagnosed with] adolescent gender dysphoria.”408

Some critics of gender-affirming care oppose it on nonempirical grounds that have nothing to do with the clinical data about how safe or effective it is. Their concern is a normative one about whether prescribing puberty blockers to young people in distress over their


403 The same reason explains why state legislatures err to immunize providers from being fired or held liable for malpractice for prescribing ivermectin for COVID-19. See, e.g., N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. § 43-17-31.2 (West 2021); id. § 43-12.1-21.

404 See Wilson, supra note 188.

405 See supra notes 187–91 and accompanying text.

406 See supra note 192 and accompanying text.


gender identity supports the goals of medicine.409 This challenge about what the clinical enterprise is for gets leveled against aid-in-dying, too.410 One view says that doctors are supposed to heal, nothing more: it flouts that singular purpose, strictly construed, to affirm gender identity or abate suffering by hastening death.411

But a broader understanding of health sees it as one goal among others that include easing people’s pain and promoting their well-being.412 Aid-in-dying probably isn’t clinically reasonable yet.413 However, even the judge who sentenced Dr. Kevorkian for murder because “[h]is peers look upon him as a menace” granted that “changes may be in order” as “science, technology and the art of medicine advance.”414

(b) Avoiding Extreme Harm. — Sometimes patients are so determined to get certain care that they won’t take no for an answer. If a conscientious doctor won’t treat them safely, using their training and sterile instruments, these patients will pursue dangerous alternatives. One black-market, self-help measure is the “back-alley” or “coat hanger” abortion that was common before Roe415 and may return after its fall.416 Safely ending a pregnancy lies squarely within the medical norm, so conscientiously providing abortion doesn’t require a special harm-avoidance exception to qualify as clinically reasonable: it already is. But abortion isn’t the only context in which providing sought-after care might keep desperate patients from dangerously taking matters into their own hands. And these other cases often do involve treatments that fall outside the standard of care.

409 See Chad Terhune et al., As More Transgender Children Seek Medical Care, Families Confront Many Unknowns, REUTERS (Oct. 6, 2022, 11:00 AM), https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/usa-transyouth-care [https://perma.cc/CD8J-ASN6]; see also Eli Coleman et al., Standards of Care for the Health of Transgender and Gender Diverse People, Version 8, 23 INT’L J. TRANSGENDER HEAL TH S 59–63 (2022) (recommending puberty blockers only after child has questioned gender identity for several years and undergone mental health evaluation).

410 See, e.g., Dov Fox, Selective Procreation in Public and Private Law, 64 UCLA L. REV. DISCOURSE 294, 296 (2016).


415 See, e.g., Lisa Rosenbaum, Perilous Politics — Morbidity and Mortality in the Pre-Roe Era, 381 NEW ENG. J. MED. 893, 893 (2019); Braid, supra note 1; infra note 468–78, 555–59 and accompanying text.

Strict opioid limits to avoid addiction and overdose explain why in 2021, a pain clinic halved the drugs that it prescribed to a forty-year-old Kentucky father.\footnote{Andrew Joseph, Her Husband Died by Suicide. She Sued His Pain Doctors — A Rare Challenge over an Opioid Dose Reduction, STAT (Nov. 22, 2021), https://www.statnews.com/2021/11/22/her-husband-died-by-suicide-she-sued-his-pain-doctors-a-rare-challenge-over-an-opioid-dose-reduction [https://perma.cc/BVD6-HR4P].} This medicine treated the terrible pain that plagued him after a car wreck that required major surgeries and skin grafts.\footnote{See id.} He took more than the FDA-recommended dosage and ran out of pills early.\footnote{See id.} The clinic refused a refill.\footnote{See id.} A couple hours later, he texted his wife, “they denied script im done love you,” and took his own life.\footnote{Id.}

Another example: a New York man with BIID got an unlicensed amputation in Tijuana.\footnote{People v. Brown, 109 Cal. Rptr. 2d 879, 881–82 (Ct. App. 2001).} He died from gangrene “associated with dirty surgical conditions and improper wound care” that’s “readily treatable but if untreated can kill in one to two days.”\footnote{Id. at 882.} Medical groups tend to characterize the disorder as a preoccupation with perceived flaws in appearance, and none think it’s clinically reasonable to amputate healthy limbs.\footnote{See AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASS’N, DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS 458 (5th ed. 2013).}

A third case is shallow genital cutting. In 2010, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) briefly approved ritual “pricking or incising the clitoral skin” that’s “no more of an alteration than ear piercing” to spare girls the “disfiguring and life-threatening procedures” they might otherwise undergo outside the clinic.\footnote{Dena S. Davis et al., Comm. on Bioethics, Am. Acad. of Pediatrics, Policy Statement — Ritual Genital Cutting of Female Minors, 125 PEDIATRICS 1088, 1092 (2010).} But the AAP revoked the recommendation weeks later, after human rights groups condemned it for condoning female oppression.\footnote{Stephanie Chen, Pediatricians Now Reject All Female Genital Cutting, CNN (May 27, 2010, 4:11 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2010/HEALTH/05/27/AAPretracts.female.genital.cutting/index.html [https://perma.cc/WT49-PLHU].}

Should the conscientious supply of nonstandard care be eligible for mitigation if it’s provided to avoid extreme injuries? That’s what animates the “harm reduction” method of making illicit drugs safer for people addicted to them.\footnote{“Harm reduction” has also been used in a wide range of other contexts to justify everything from e-cigarettes to replace tobacco use, to contraception access and sex education to avoid unintended pregnancies and sexual disease transmission. See Aila Hoss, Legalizing Harm Reduction, 86 OHIO ST. L.J. 825, 829–30 (2010).} It gained legitimacy after the AIDS epidemic took the lives of needle users in the 1980s.\footnote{See Gordon Roe, Harm Reduction as Paradigm: Is Better Than Bad Good Enough? The Origins of Harm Reduction, 15 CRITICAL PUB. HEALTH 243, 243 (2005).} Today, this
approach responds most urgently to overdose deaths from tainted fentanyl.\textsuperscript{429} Harm reduction strategies range from supervised injection sites and biometric screening machines to needle exchanges and wide availability of naloxone kits.\textsuperscript{430} These policies have received a mixed reception in court.\textsuperscript{431}

But judges have affirmed the good samaritan statutes that a handful of states codified to immunize overdose tipsters from prosecution or penalty for the drug-related crimes their reporting would implicate them in.\textsuperscript{432} These laws amount to a medical necessity defense.\textsuperscript{433} The idea is to reduce the fear of reprisal that would keep people from alerting authorities to other users’ overdoses in time to save their lives.\textsuperscript{434}

Health law doctrine offers another model for this harm-avoidance exception to the clinical reasonableness requirement. This narrow carve-out comes from the informed consent exception that’s known as “therapeutic privilege.”\textsuperscript{435} Tort law requires clinicians, before they undertake any course of medical treatment, to tell patients about significant risks and reasonable alternatives.\textsuperscript{436} Failure to disclose material stakes almost always constitutes a breach of informed consent.\textsuperscript{437} Even if clinicians meant well and kept that information

\textsuperscript{429} Advocates argue that these measures save lives and minimize the worst consequences of still-harmful conduct that can’t realistically be eradicated. Critics insist that supplying these drugs and enabling their use is for criminals, not clinicians. See Stephanie Nolen, Dispensing Fentanyl, N.Y. TIMES, July 26, 2022, at D1.


\textsuperscript{432} See, e.g., FLA. STAT. § 893.211(1) (2022); IND. CODE § 35-38-1-7.1(b)(12) (2022); NEV. REV. STAT. § 453C.150 (2016); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 318-B:28-b (2021); N.Y. PENAL LAW § 220.78 (McKinney 2021); UTAH CODE ANN. § 58-37-8(6)(a) (LexisNexis 2022); VA. CODE ANN. § 18.2-251.03 (2022).

\textsuperscript{433} See Eugene Volokh, Medical Self-Defense, Prohibited Experimental Therapies, and Payment for Organs, 120 HARV. L. REV. 1813, 1826–27 (2007). These “emergency” exceptions invite the same problems that plague such “therapeutic abortion” laws: indeterminacy and unpredictability amidst clinical exigency and the threat of aggressive prosecution. See infra notes 468–515 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{436} See Dov Fox, “Fertility Fraud” Legislation — A Turning Point for Informed Consent?, 387 NEW ENG. J. MED. 770, 770 (2022); FOX, supra note 395, at 107–08.

from their patients only to avoid “psychological damage” or “psychosomatic ramifications.”

But there are exceptional conditions under which a clinician may be permitted to withhold certain material healthcare information to avoid unduly traumatizing a patient who’s particularly vulnerable to hearing that news. These circumstances are rare indeed — this exception might apply only when the “risk-disclosure poses such a threat of detriment to the patient as to become unfeasible or contraindicated from a medical point of view.” In other words, sharing the risks and benefits ordinarily required for informed consent must be so certain to incur such grave harm that telling the patient is bound to trigger a heart attack or suicide attempt.

A 1970 case involved an acutely anxious and panicky patient who arrived to the hospital in unexplained cardiac distress. The only reliable way to tell if the problem with his heart was an aneurysm was an injection that posed an extremely low risk of partial paralysis. His physician withheld that potential side effect before administering the test. The court held “that a competent and responsible medical practitioner would not disclose information” that posed a high-enough risk of a sufficiently harmful “reaction in a patient highly apprehensive of his condition.”

This free pass to dispense with informed consent is rightly maligned as a relic of a doctor-knows-best era of medical practice. What makes the therapeutic privilege objectionably paternalist, however, is that physicians invoke it to impose their judgments about what’s good for a patient without asking the patient himself what he thinks about his own interests.

This conflict between patient and doctor recedes when it comes to the conscientious provision of prohibited care. Here, the physician’s perception of the patient’s interests aligns with the patient’s own view. The defense would be available only where the doctor has secured informed consent from a competent patient or appropriate surrogate.

---

441 Canterbury, 464 F.2d at 789.
444 See id.
445 Id. at 121.
446 See supra section IV.B.1, pp. 1085–87.
This variation on the therapeutic privilege furnishes a doctrinal toehold to mitigate penalties for providing evidence-based but nonstandard treatments that can be shown necessary to prevent terrible harms. Straightforward candidates include opioids or puberty blockers that would save someone in unbearable pain or the depths of despair from committing suicide.449

What about shallow clitoral cutting or the amputation of healthy limbs to avoid more dangerous procedures in nonclinical settings? The tragic consequences of denying nonstandard treatment might not be enough. Extreme harm avoidance invites confusion about how life-threatening nonintervention would have to be.450 Retail exceptions could also devolve into wholesale co-opting of the rule if decisions are manipulated by providers who think that the service in question should be available to all patients, including those who face less certain or severe injuries.451 These risks may be too great to accommodate practices far outside the medical norm.

3. Distributive Justice. — There is one final condition for conscientious providers to qualify for mitigation. The supply of prohibited services can put pressure on all kinds of scarce resources: beds, surgeons, transplant organs, insurance pools, even antibiotics (to the extent using them on some patients makes them less effective for others as bacteria grow resistant).452 Besides being consented to and clinically reasonable, conscientiously provided care must also be compatible with a reasonably fair allocation of those healthcare reserves.

Doctors and nurses are supposed to prioritize their particular patient in ways that can lead them to overlook the implications that treating him might have for the broader interests of others with similar needs.453 By contrast, legislatures and agencies are equipped to negotiate this wider perspective on available capital and population-level requirements.454 Those policymakers have a better vantage point and motivation to steward a broadscale theme to coordinate healthcare. This system of mutual advantage could break down if individual

450 See infra section IV.C.1, pp. 1096–103.
451 See infra notes 462–71 and accompanying text.
454 Id. at 445–46.
clinicians were incentivized to secure privileges for just their own patients at the expense of others.455

Many conscientiously provided services might be more expensive than an alternative course of treatment. Suppose it costs twenty percent more to the private or public insurer, which in turn passes these extra costs down to taxpayers or others who are covered within the bigger pool. This premium increase may be negligible if the cumulative cost of conscientious provision is spread widely. But the conscientious provider might still be expected to take on a fraction of that cost overrun by accepting lower insurance reimbursement or paying a small fee into the coverage group.

A similar kind of fee would apply to conscientious refusers as well.456 They too should have to offset the costs incurred to accommodate that objection — in this case to maintain the system of disclosures and replacements that’s needed to accommodate their refusal, consistent with policy interests in making legally permitted care actually available to patients who need it.

Or take life-saving transplants using kidneys acquired through sale.457 If that’s the only way to get an organ, a surgeon might appeal to conscience to save her patient’s life. She might argue that soliciting and paying for an organ wouldn’t limit the total number of transplant organs for those who need them: the paid-for organ doesn’t take one away from somebody else; it just adds an additional organ to the overall reserves available for transplant. But singling out this patient for a special exception might risk disrupting the system for doling out organs


456 See supra notes 332–34 and accompanying text.

if people lose faith that the donor transplant list is fair. What matters is whether conscientious providers can show that “the cooperative scheme itself is seriously unjust” and that the costs that compliance incurs to their patients and others “is excessive relative to the benefit from compliance with them.”

C. Practical Considerations

With no prospect of relief from even harsh sanctions, evaders will tend to keep their noncompliance secret, leaving no check beyond a clinician’s own sense of right and wrong, even when the expression of that conscience would harm discrete patients or unduly tax the healthcare system. Those driven to break the rules may not fully appreciate the relevant systems-level facts and complex tradeoffs for all affected. The affirmative defense would bring medical disobedience into the open.

1. Legal Ambiguities. — Laws are supposed to spell out whether doing something is prohibited as opposed to permissible or compulsory. Clear rules give notice of the lines that divide what’s outlawed, allowed, and required. Abortion laws illustrate the bind that clinicians can find themselves in when ambiguities blur these lines: criminally punished for ending a pregnancy or liable for malpractice if they don’t end one, buffered only by narrow exceptions that are vague and variable. Torn between these competing commands, without clear space separating them, doctors and nurses struggle to navigate what they’re meant to do in predictably hard cases.

Today, states that mostly prohibit the termination of pregnancy narrowly exempt “therapeutic” abortions that are necessary to avoid a serious risk of grave harm. Applying this standard to complicated, patient-specific conditions gets confounded by clinical obscurities

458 Federal policy requires that any American who needs an organ be approved by a transplant hospital to get on a 100,000-long waiting list, where the average wait time is nearly four years. See Organ Donation and Transplantation Statistics, NAT’L KIDNEY FOUND., https://www.kidney.org/news/newsroom/factsheets/Organ-Donation-and-Transplantation-Stats [https://perma.cc/8LJE-RFTK]. Less than a third of those on the waiting list received kidney transplants last year. See NAT’L RSCIL COUNCIL, REALIZING THE PROMISE OF EQUITY IN THE ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION SYSTEM 49 tbl.2-1 (Kenneth W. Kizer et al. eds., 2022). Recipients sit on the list until they’re determined to be the most compatible candidate based on factors that vary by organ and often include size, blood type, medical urgency, time waiting, and geographic proximity to the donor. See id. at 94, 117.

459 Blustein, supra note 347, at 254.

460 See, e.g., Doctors Expect More Maternal Deaths Due to Abortion Bans, SERMO (July 12, 2022), https://www.sermo.com/blog/insights/doctors-expect-more-maternal-deaths-due-to-abortion-bans [https://perma.cc/QY9A-9BVK] (finding that seventy percent of 243 American doctors surveyed weren’t clear about what constitutes a “life-threatening emergency” that would permit them to legally perform an abortion in states where the procedure is otherwise banned).

that cloud both factors: the level of risk that’s serious enough, and the magnitude of harm that’s sufficiently grave. Therapeutic abortion bans exemplify this murky boundary between what’s forbidden by doctors and what’s required of them.\textsuperscript{462}

Even for women who want to be pregnant and take home a baby, problems can arise that make their pregnancy dangerous to continue.\textsuperscript{463} Becoming pregnant before seventeen or after thirty-five can heighten the risk of complications, as can conditions like diabetes, kidney disorder, heart disease, and breast cancer.\textsuperscript{464} Abortion is also medically necessary to treat ectopic pregnancy, a separated placenta, and premature rupture of the amniotic sac, which can cause septic infection.\textsuperscript{465} Then there are fetal anomalies. Some of the most lethal can be detected only in the second trimester, after scans can show the structure of fetal organs.\textsuperscript{466} Continuing such pregnancies can visit serious harm on the woman and, in the case of twins or triplets, any multiples that she’s carrying.\textsuperscript{467}

\textbf{(a) Before Roe.} — Many pre-Roe abortions “at least bent the law, if they did not fracture it” — these extralegal abortions comprised nearly nine in ten performed at Mt. Sinai Hospital from 1952 to 1956, according to its chief obstetrician/gynecologist Alan Guttmacher.\textsuperscript{468} New York’s abortion law was typical of this era: it banned the procedure unless necessary to save a woman’s life.\textsuperscript{469} So did California’s.\textsuperscript{470} In 1959, criminologist Herbert Packer and doctor/lawyer Ralph Gampell published a groundbreaking study of abortion practices in California against the backdrop of the state’s therapeutic abortion law.\textsuperscript{471} The authors confidentially surveyed twenty-nine hospitals about whether

---

\textsuperscript{462} See id.; see also infra notes 468–80, 497–515 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{463} In the absence of complications, the risk of dying from labor and delivery is roughly fourteen times higher than from having an abortion. See Elizabeth G. Raymond & David A. Grimes, \textit{The Comparative Safety of Legal Induced Abortion and Childbirth in the United States}, 119 \textit{OBSTETRICS \\& GYNECOLOGY} 215, 216 (2012).


\textsuperscript{466} See Francesca Bardi et al., \textit{Early Detection of Structural Anomalies in a Primary Care Setting in the Netherlands}, 46 \textit{FETAL DIAGNOSIS \\& THERAPY} 12, 16–17 (2019).


\textsuperscript{468} Alan F. Guttmacher, \textit{Therapeutic Abortion in a Large General Hospital}, 37 \textit{SURGICAL CLINICS N. AM.} 459, 468 (1957) (emphasis omitted); see id. at 464 tbl.1.


\textsuperscript{470} See Witherspoon, supra note 469, at 45.

eleven detailed circumstances. The responses revealed that doctors “routinely performed therapeutic abortions [that] fall outside any possible . . . legal justification,” while many others that they supplied were “at best of dubious legality.”

In 1972, psychiatrist Richard Schwartz disclosed the “open secret” that “many upper middle-class women have been able to obtain so-called therapeutic abortions” by “find[ing] a psychiatrist who will say she might commit suicide” even “in cases where they believe the risk of suicide is minimal or nonexistent because they consider” that deceit is “preferable to driving a desperate woman into the hands of a criminal abortionist or forcing her to bear an unwanted child.” It was no easy thing to find and afford a psychiatrist willing to risk a medical license by vouching that a nonsuicidal patient would take her own life if she couldn’t get an abortion. The cost alone was out of reach for most women who lacked the private insurance and personal connections to acquire the requisite letter. Meeting the criteria for this exception ended up having less to do with whether their health was actually on the line than whether they could track down and pay for a licensed therapist who was willing to say that it was anyway. In 1955, one ob-gyn explained that what ultimately distinguished criminal from “therapeutic” abortions was less often about risks than resources: “the difference between the one and the other is $300 and knowing the right person.” Abortions were effectively allowed for wealthy women, but not for poor ones.

The legal risks to conscientious providers before Roe were less acute than they are today. For one, the medical profession enjoyed vastly greater public trust to make these decisions without suspicion by

---

472 See id. at 423, 425.
475 Id. at 843.
476 Id. at 840.
477 Id. at 845.
478 See id. at 844; see also LESLIE J. REAGAN, WHEN ABORTION WAS A CRIME, 1867–1973, at 205, 242 (1997).
479 Mary Steichen Calderone, Illegal Abortion as a Public Health Problem, 50 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 948, 949 (1960).
patients and the government. This presumption of good faith and deference to healthcare providers might help to explain why “generally, when abortions were performed safely, prosecutors either didn’t know about the procedures or chose to look the other way.” The “anti-abortion laws in the mid-20th century” were used instead to go after “unlicensed abortion providers.” Those bans made abortion “a misdemeanor or low-grade felony that resulted in a prison sentence of no more than five to seven years.”

(b) After Dobbs. — To some modern prosecutors, by contrast, “abortion doctors are unscrupulous violators of the Hippocratic oath who are in the business of killing rather than healing.” What’s more, exacting abortion laws in many states now make abortion a high-order felony, under which offenders could have their license revoked and even be thrown in jail for the rest of their lives. Meanwhile, the corporatization of healthcare has replaced private, mom-and-pop practices with healthcare conglomerates that strictly enforce the legal rules against workers whose livelihood depends on it. And higher-tech and increasingly restrictive policing tools — from social media surveillance to civil bounty enforcement — make providers more likely to get caught.

Of note, some states don’t exempt “therapeutic abortion” from criminal prosecution, but make it an affirmative defense. So even clinicians who “stand by and watch as a patient” gets sicker and

---
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487 See supra notes 143–45 and accompanying text.


sicker. As one doctor explains, a “case that to a medical provider falls in a ‘gray area’ might appear very much black and white to a prosecutor.”

Ohio physician Tani Malhotra specializes in high-risk pregnancies. She’s “plagued by fears that what she sees as an emergency won’t be” by a hardline prosecutor under the ban that her state imposed shortly after Roe fell.

Dr. Malhotra recounts one recent patient who faced dangerous complications: “She broke down and said, ‘I don’t want to die.’ . . . I thought, ‘I’m really worried about this patient. She’s incredibly sick, but did I do all the paperwork correctly? . . . What kind of trouble am I going to get into if something . . . happens when the patient is already extremely unstable.”

Little wonder that hospitals and doctors around the country are revising their practices to guard against the threat of aggressive prosecution and punitive sanctions, even in advance of any evidence that they’re actually being enforced. Instead of treating the patient before them with the best clinical evidence and soundest procedures, doctors are left to ask, “How do you know if a mother’s life is at risk? How do you predict, then prove, that the mother faces potentially irreversible bodily damage?”

Most therapeutic exemptions enacted after Dobbs permit abortion only if that care is “necessary in reasonable medical judgment to


494 Id.


496 Id.
prevent . . . substantial risk of death.” 497 Such open-ended terms make these statutes sites of confusion and contestation. Doctors are left to speculate — under clinically variable and time-sensitive circumstances — about precisely when they can intervene to prevent harm to their patients without subjecting themselves to suspension or prison. 498 Indiana physician Richard Feldman asks: “What is reasonable medical judgment? What conditions are legitimate risks to the mother? At what point is the disease severe enough for an allowed termination?” 499

Michigan obstetrician-gynecologist Lisa Harris details some of the doubts that “therapeutic exceptions” raise for patient care:

What does the risk of death have to be, and how imminent must it be? Might abortion be permissible in a patient with pulmonary hypertension, [with] a 30-to-50% chance of dying with ongoing pregnancy? Or must it be 100%? When we diagnose a new cancer during pregnancy, some patients decide to end their pregnancy to permit immediate surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy, treatments that can cause significant fetal injury. Will abortion be permissible in these cases, or will patients have to delay treatment until after delivery? 500

Eve Karkowsky, who specializes in maternal-fetal medicine, elaborates on the impossible choice that doctors face when treating a pregnant patient as her condition deteriorates:

Will I have to wait until she gets a fever, so I can check off that box, that she’s in danger? Is that sufficient or will it require her heart rate to go up or her blood pressure to go down? Will she have to wait until she’s unstable to have this option offered to her? At what point, exactly, will I be risking jail for helping my patient through this, unharmed? 501

---


498 See, e.g., supra note 150; see also MARY E. HARNED & INGRID SKOP, PRO-LIFE LAWS PROTECT MOM AND BABY: PREGNANT WOMEN’S LIVES ARE PROTECTED IN ALL STATES (2022), https://s27589.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/On-Point-86-Pro-Life-Laws-Protec-Mom-and-Baby-final-pdf.pdf [https://perma.cc/FUXC-FSRT] (affirming that “[p]hysicians are trained to use their best judgment to care for patients” in those “rare and heartbreaking circumstances when it is necessary to save the life of a pregnant woman,” but that “it would be prudent for state medical boards” and societies, and hospital committees, “to provide more detailed guidance to doctors on how to reach a determination that abortion is necessary”).


One Texas woman learned in her second trimester that the fetus she was carrying had a fatal condition called triploidy. The developing child had no chance of survival, but staying pregnant could have killed the woman. Doctors and nurses used to intervene whenever medical treatment was safe and effective. Now, clinicians are being forced to hold off while things get riskier for their patients “because they’re not dying yet.” That waiting and second-guessing predictably chill care, sometimes with grave consequences.

A recent study followed twenty-eight women admitted with pregnancy complications to two Dallas hospitals. This was over the nine months after the Texas ban went into effect, forbidding abortion after about six weeks unless “the mother’s life is in danger.” Researchers found that the patients had to wait an average of nine extra days for their status to be considered life-threatening enough to justify abortion. This state-mandated delay caused roughly twice as many of the women to experience preventable health problems so serious that they required intensive care and readmission. Their resulting hemorrhaging, sepsis, and hysterectomies all could have been avoided by the immediate intervention that was routine before the prohibition.

Two weeks after Dobbs, the Biden Administration reminded emergency departments of their obligations to comply with a federal law known as the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA). That 1986 law requires hospital ERs to treat patients who need “stabilizing” care, even if they can’t afford it or if there’s any other reason to turn them away. The executive guidelines made clear that

503 Id.
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this requirement also applies to pregnant patients who need an abortion, even in states that ban it.\textsuperscript{513}

A federal court in Idaho blocked that state’s ban for criminalizing life-saving abortions required under EMTALA.\textsuperscript{514} But a federal court in Texas came to the opposite conclusion. It temporarily enjoined implementation of the federal guidance about emergency treatment, reasoning that it goes “beyond EMTALA’s text, which protects both mothers and unborn children, is silent as to abortion, and preempts state law only when the two directly conflict.”\textsuperscript{515}

When conscientious providers seek to deliver services in this liminal space between what’s prohibited and what’s permitted, the first-order question shifts from whether they qualify for mitigation to whether they can even be punished in the first place. Sometimes the ambiguities that hover over contested practices will veer into clearer violations of restrictions on healthcare. It’s then that conscientious provision of clinically reasonable care should get the leniency that conscientious refusal does.

2. Implementation. — This plea for principle won’t persuade lawmakers who are deploying conscience as a pretext for enacting policies they promote and restricting practices they oppose. Behind closed doors, those who have championed the cause of conscience might concede that their patronage has always been disingenuous and instrumental: really, just a tool to give special preferences to people who share their values at the exclusion of equally conscientious people who don’t. “Of course it’s not really about conscience; we’re just playing favorites!” This cynical view may capture the political dynamics in some states today.\textsuperscript{516}

Maybe not in those with divided government: for example, the Democratic Governor of Wisconsin pledged clemency to doctors prosecuted for violating the 1849 abortion ban that the Republican legislature brought back after "Roe" fell.\textsuperscript{517} But other states may be content with conscience-for-me-and-not-for-thee. Sepper anticipated this obstacle a decade before "Dobbs."\textsuperscript{518} Even still, she saw merit in


\textsuperscript{516} See supra notes 58–63 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{517} See Jessica Van Egeren, Doctors Pressed to Go Political; Medical Society Focuses on Abortion Access, MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Oct. 15, 2022, at A1.

\textsuperscript{518} See Sepper, supra note 37, at 1574. Sepper has since extended similar arguments about religious preferentialism beyond the healthcare context to claims involving insurance coverage, employment discrimination, and equal access to social services and public accommodations. See Elizabeth Sepper, Free Exercise Lochnerism, 115 COLUM. L. REV. 1453, 1513–18 (2015).
calling out unjustified asymmetry, which could “have the benefit of encouraging frank discussions” in “legislative deliberations, scholarly debates, and judicial proceedings.”

Beyond frank discussions, two concrete prospects remain for repairing the good name of conscience in medicine: national legislation and state common law. Passing any federal statute is a long shot, especially when it bears on issues as divisive as abortion, aid-in-dying, and gender-affirming care. But there are two models at the countrywide level for privileging people’s deeply held beliefs in ways that mediate the costs that such protection ends up imposing on others. First is Title VII’s bar on employment discrimination on the basis of religion. Second, the prohibition against undue government burdens on religious exercise under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA). Granted, both of these federal laws are about religion and not secular conscience. But each expressly conditions accommodation on how it impacts third parties.

And healthcare specifically has seen conscience serve as a unifying force before. In Roe’s aftermath, the Church Amendment enjoyed bipartisan support for a law that was supposed to protect conscientious refusers and providers alike. Professor Sara Dubow recounts that “brief moment in 1973” when “[p]ro-life and pro-choice legislators saw the conscience clause as a way to diffuse rather than escalate abortion politics.” Since then, those unwilling to supply contested forms of healthcare have largely wielded the sword of conscience for themselves. But now Dobbs has swung the pendulum back.

These factions have drifted further and further apart in the intervening decades. That acute polarization over abortion throws a tall hurdle in the path of reform. But conscience offers a glimmer of hope; that ideal resonates across the ideological spectrum and
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religious/secular divide, even if it isn’t enough on its own to claim common ground once again.527

For Congress to codify the medical disobedience regime, it would have to authorize the sort of enforcement mechanism that the Church Amendment lacks for claimants to bring suit. A private right of action should provide monetary damages where injunctive relief is no longer available after a conscientious objector has already been forced to provide care or refuse it.528 That law must also reach further than the Church Amendment, which applies only to federally funded institutions and those who work there.529 Congress already exercised Commerce Clause authority in the healthcare context when it passed EMTALA.530 For the conscientious provision of prohibited healthcare, lawmakers could use this similar power to mitigate state restrictions on providing services within the medical norm.

State and federal legislation isn’t the only way to implement the affirmative defense. Courts can interpret statutes to serve public values that aren’t inconsistent with legislative directives.531 It’s true that even a partial excuse to provide legally prohibited care would expressly contradict statutory bans on making such care available. But most states that permit clinicians to provide it also grant courts discretion to establish mitigating justifications.532 And at least one court has recognized that “the ethical goals of professional conduct are of inestimable social value” because doctors bring to “their public responsibilities the same expertise that marks their calling.”533 That New Jersey court recognized that the physician’s charge to treat her patients “deserves judicial protection,” at least where failing to care for them would undermine a “clear mandate of public policy” through which the practitioner “has sought to vindicate her professional conscience.”534
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The pursuit of ends as noble as promoting health and relieving suffering is a sound basis for judges to mitigate penalties, even in the absence of statutory authority, so long as the legislature hasn’t spoken in a clear voice to foreclose that exercise of judicial discretion. None of this will be easy. It’s been more than a century since courts last flexed their common law muscles to fashion new affirmative defenses such as duress, entrapment, insanity, necessity, and self-defense. But the crisis of conscience that plagues modern medicine gives reason to recover that muscle memory.

3. Implications. — No protections for medical disobedience could guarantee the conscientious provision of prohibited care: states could always sidestep providers altogether and go directly after patients. South Carolina and Nevada already criminalize self-managed abortions. And since 2000, police officers and prosecutors have used drug laws and other criminal statutes to investigate or arrest more than sixty people suspected of ending their own pregnancies or facilitating an abortion.

A few points merit mention about a shift in this direction. First is the history of prosecuting women for miscarriage, stillbirths, and drug use during pregnancy. This record reveals that laws targeting patients are often enforced selectively in ways that fall hardest on the disadvantaged: Black, Latina, and rural white women with low incomes. And enlisting doctors and nurses to report patients to law enforcement leaves patients less willing to open up if “people come to perceive” clinicians more “as pawns in harmful political campaigns” than as fiduciaries they can trust to put their interests first.

A second observation has to do with politics: policies that punish patients would likely be harder to pass. In response to Dobbs, “national and state pro-life organizations[] representing tens of millions of pro-life” activists declared “we do not support any measure seeking to
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criminalize or punish women and we stand firmly opposed to including such penalties in legislation.\textsuperscript{543} Whereas punishing doctors who provide unpopular forms of care might more readily secure a democratic majority, going after patients themselves may be a heavier lift, and exact a political price.

In the abortion context, this strategy cedes the moral high ground that opponents have long sought by arguing that restrictions actually protect women.\textsuperscript{544} Professor Mary Ziegler explains that these claims “resonate politically because they soften the image of pro-lifers and shift blame for difficult pregnancies from women” to others who deceive or coerce them.\textsuperscript{545} The push for “prosecutions of any pregnant woman undermines woman-protective arguments and makes them seem hollow,” casting “abortion opponents as moral absolutists, indifferent to the well-being of women.”\textsuperscript{546}

Finally, abortion seekers who draw on their religious faith might have conscience claims of their own.\textsuperscript{547} The Rabbinical Assembly holds that Judaism commands that abortion be available when needed to preserve a woman’s health.\textsuperscript{548} Florida’s Congregation L’Dor Va-Dor challenged the state’s fifteen-week abortion ban on free exercise grounds that it “impose[s a] religious view[] about when life begins.”\textsuperscript{549} The law overrides the Jewish teachings that a woman should “abort the pregnancy and protect herself”\textsuperscript{550} until the point of birth “if a fetus poses a threat to [her] health or emotional well-being.”\textsuperscript{551}

\textsuperscript{543} Carol Tobias et al., \textit{An Open Letter to State Lawmakers from America’s Leading Pro-Life Organizations}, NAT’L RIGHT TO LIFE (May 12, 2022), https://www.nrlc.org/uploads/communications/051222coalitionlettertostates.pdf [https://perma.cc/UFK2-34VB].
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Devout patients and their faith leaders point to religious-liberty provisions of federal and state constitutions as well as RFRA.552 Interestingly, RFRA’s bipartisan enactment in the 1990s was actually slowed by staunch resistance from anti-abortion groups, including the Catholic Church, that opposed the bill out of fear that it risked introducing an independent basis for abortion advocates of faith to restore the abortion right in statutory form in the event that Roe were ever overturned.553

In 1972, more than two decades before RFRA finally passed, an Ohio minister stood poised to make a First Amendment religious-liberty argument for abortion counseling had Roe not rendered moot his case before the Massachusetts high court.554 Robert Hare was charged as an accessory to criminal abortion before the fact for having advised one of his Cleveland congregants about how to seek a criminal abortion out of state.555 Reverend Hare’s church defended the actions that he took in the service of “his ordination vows and the confessional position of this Church.”556

Hare was one of over a thousand ministers and rabbis who referred women living in states that criminalized abortion for safe procedures with licensed doctors.557 Historians estimate that, during its six years of operation between 1967 to 1973, this network helped hundreds of thousands of women get safe abortions.558 Now that medication abortion is possible, a modern-day counterpart to that Clergy Consultation

---
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Service has emerged: “a growing army of community-based distributors” that’s “reaching pregnant women through word of mouth or social media to supply pills for free — though typically without the safeguards of medical oversight.”559

CONCLUSION

Conscientious providers are laying their careers and freedom on the line in numbers not seen in half a century.560 Doctors have never so roundly condemned a Supreme Court decision like they have Dobbs.561 Almost every major professional organization and public health association has denounced the ruling as “a direct attack on the practice of medicine and the patient-physician relationship.”562 At this inflection point, how should society reconcile what the clinical establishment thinks of contested treatments with the views of legislatures that make rules about them?563

The New England Journal of Medicine ran an editorial after Dobbs encouraging clinicians nationwide to collectively resist state restrictions on “evidence-based medical care, even if doing so means accepting — en masse — fines, suspensions of licensure, and potential imprisonment.”564 Institutional leadership and support is critical from accrediting organizations and influential groups like the American Medical Association. But that sacrifice is too much to expect of doctors, standing alone, and even shoulder to shoulder. Also, any doctor who’s preoccupied with trial or sitting in jail is one fewer who’s able to help care for patients. If lawmakers won’t protect conscientious providers, then judges should: a partial excuse to supply medically indicated care.

This affirmative defense betrays a normative tension. It would have the state go easy on clinicians for the very conduct that it criminalizes
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as child abuse or murder. This conciliation straddles a precarious moral position if the rules are so riddled with exceptions that they come to be seen as arbitrary or unjust. And yet some social disagreements are so profound that even the cleverest compromise is bound to be unsatisfying.

In *Death Is that Man Taking Names*, Professor Robert Burt eschewed bright lines in matters like abortion and assisted suicide. He argued that there was no distinguishing unequivocally good endings-of-life from just-as-categorically bad ones. In his view, they all involved tough calls, demanding moral tradeoffs that elude any conceptual fix. Burt thought that trying to parse “persons” from “non-persons,” or “killing” from “letting die,” was an illusory exercise in reducing irreducible complexity. And he worried that suppressing such deeply felt convictions would force them to reemerge elsewhere in more pernicious ways. Burt urged measures to write these competing values into the law, affirming the unshakeable conflict that they express through legislative compromises, administrative incongruities, even judicial contradictions.

Giving voice to this ambivalence can mediate the thorniest controversies with uneasy fit and uncomfortable candor. It’s not antidemocratic to build principled exceptions into rules that were designed to apply generally. Taking the edge off of civil or criminal consequences needn’t defeat the law itself if leniency is limited to harsh penalties. Nor does this incomplete mitigation fortify a bad law or stifle the impetus to change it. The point is to bridge a tenuous divide
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between enacting the democratic will of today and enabling the worthy reforms of tomorrow.576

“Abortionists” is how the Dobbs majority referred to those medical professionals whose practice includes abortion—not as “nurses” or “doctors,” but “abortionists.”577 Most practitioners who supply abortion recoil from this reductionist label, not just because it neglects so many other ways in which they care for people in need.578 The term is meant to conjure up the craven quack or back-alley butcher.579 But some providers have begun to embrace that designation to reject that pejorative and reclaim its meaning to capture the moral significance of “ending potential human life” to honor the patient before them.580 Clinicians should be able to carry out this conscientious work without the looming threat of punitive sanctions.581

Writing in 1959, Packer and Gampell reflected on the “significant disparity between what the law commands” and what reputable doctors do.582 They resolved that the legal system “ought to be brought into greater conformity with” how medicine operates at its best to promote health and relieve suffering.583 The conscience clauses enacted in Roe’s wake made carve-outs for refusers a permanent feature of America’s legal and medical landscape. The fallout from Dobbs underscores why conscientious providers should get a break too. Not only to sustain their moral integrity by tending to the sick and the vulnerable. But also to shore up the relationship between the practice of medicine and the rule of law that’s never felt so fragile.
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